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ExEcUtIvE sUmmary

Iraq’s 2014 national elections are taking place at a difficult time. The country is at a crossroads, presented with the possibility 
of widely different futures. Deteriorating security conditions frame political thought in ways that harken back to Iraq’s first 
national elections in 2005. the Iraqi state does not hold control of territory in some of Iraq’s key political provinces, such as 
anbar, Ninewa, and Diyala. the disenfranchisement of Iraq’s arab sunnis; the rising threat of the Islamic state of Iraq and 
al-sham (IsIs); and the activation of Ba‘athist groups collectively discourage electoral participation. 

shi‘a militias that threatened Iraq’s security in 2004 have reactivated in 2014. Iranian-backed militias such as asa’ib ahl al-
Haq (AAH), the Badr Organization, and parties affiliated with the Sadrist Trend are actively participating in elections as well. 
the political mobilization of these groups, some in competition with Prime minister Nouri al-maliki, demonstrates a retreat 
from Iraqi shi‘a political unity; however, it also raises new concerns about public perceptions of the need for protection 
beyond what the state has been able to provide. 

the increasing threat of spillover from the syrian war and high levels of violence in Iraq have cast doubt on the ability of Iraq’s 
national elections to generate an outlet of healthy political competition that empowers Iraq’s population to participate. 

The Iraqi public is dissatisfied with corruption, deteriorating security, and lack of progress in service delivery. Iraq’s elections can 
be an opportunity for producing change that can aid in containing the violence instead of following its current trajectory. 

holding the elections despite the threats is important because security is not likely to improve. Iraqi security Forces are not 
able to contain the increasing violence. Baghdad, the capital, is under a growing threat of IsIs and Iraqi insurgent groups 
that seek to undermine the political process. Delaying the elections would exacerbate communal tensions and undermine 
the political process further. But Washington must not allow the simple fact that elections have been held to obscure the real 
challenges to a democratic, representative government in Iraq. 

security and local identity are dominant themes in the 2014 elections. this is a stark contrast to Iraq’s 2010 elections, which 
primarily involved strategies of ethno-sectarian unity. Pre-election coalitions in 2014 have re-crystalized around primary 
stakeholders within the main Iraqi sunni, shi‘a, and Kurdish blocs, generating competition rather than unity.

the conduct of elections on april 30, 2014 will have to be free and fair in order to re-inject legitimacy into the political 
process and allow wider participation. But a good election day will not make up for some of the conditions that have been set 
before election day to skew the outcome.  

maliki’s state of law alliance (sla) did not fare well in the provincial elections in 2013, causing maliki to re-think his 2014 
campaign. maliki is relying on popularity among voters, rather than his relations with political blocs in order to secure a third 
term.  maliki will nevertheless face competition for Iraqi shi‘a votes with the citizens’ Bloc of the Islamic supreme council 
of Iraq (IscI) and the ahrar alliance, representing the sadrists. 

Iraq’s Sunni Arabs will fracture in the upcoming election. Important leaders, including Rafia al-Issawi, have been disqualified 
for political reasons.  the vote among Iraq’s sunnis arab will likely split among council of representatives speaker osama 
al-Nujaifi’s Mutahidun [United] for Reform, Deputy Prime Minister Saleh al-Mutlaq’s Arabiyya alliance, and Ayad Allawi’s 
secularist Wataniyya alliance. 

the Kurdish Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) and the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) will also compete separately for 
the first time in several northern provinces for the Iraqi Kurdish vote. 

maliki has been in power for eight of the eleven years since the april 9, 2003 fall of saddam hussein. he has been calling 
for majoritarian rule and preparing to run for a third term. he is resolved upon one desired outcome.  maliki’s ambition 
entails forming a government in which he becomes more dominant, with fewer players in the cabinet, and an opposition that 
is functionally outside the government. on one hand, the prospect of a real political opposition may energize Iraq’s political 
scene. however, forming a political opposition in the presence of majoritarian rule and in the context of an urgent security 
demand is unlikely. The development of a sect-based opposition is more likely, which will instead inflame tensions rather 
than provide a constructive outlet. 
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Maliki’s policies currently leave Iraq facing a monumental crisis. He has rendered the CoR powerless, influenced the judiciary, 
and his control of the IsF and security apparatus has led to destabilization. he has targeted opponents beyond Iraqi sunni 
political figures. His desire to ensure political survival has led him to consistently weaken his Iraqi Shi‘a opponents and any 
other critics as well. the judiciary has overturned attempts to impose term limits on him. overall, maliki’s centralizing power-
consolidation tendencies have stunted the development of Iraq’s political institutions. he and his relatives are running in the 
elections to secure their interests. This desire stems from political ambition, but Maliki’s continuation in office will cause 
further deterioration of the political system and damage prospects of national reconciliation.  

Iraqi Shi‘a groups, including ISCI and the Sadrist Trend, are both working to unseat Maliki. They must first prevent him 
from winning an overwhelming plurality. Both parties demonstrated through the 2013 provincial elections that they will ally 
together to limit and challenge maliki’s powers. the Iraqi sunni and Iraqi Kurdish political groups will be part of the anti-
Maliki effort if the electoral outcomes allow. 

Government formation will likely take a long time even if maliki wins a plurality of votes. It took ten months to form the 
government in 2010 and this scenario will likely be repeated. the results will determine who carries the momentum headed 
into government formation. maliki will utilize all tools available to him to prolong the period of government formation. 
maliki’s opponents are likely to make pragmatic deals that favor them, even if it means a continuation of the Prime minister’s 
term in office. They may seek, however, to restrict his powers and ensure he fulfills his promises.  

the United states government can be an important actor in these elections. Washington should be prepared to condemn any 
electoral fraud on election day. the U.s. Embassy in Baghdad should participate in monitoring the voting, take claims of fraud 
seriously, and urge the Iraqi government to investigate such claims. Washington should urge the Iraqi government to ensure 
a fair tallying process and emphasize the independence of the judiciary, which is likely going to play a role in adjudicating 
electoral claims. During government formation negotiations, Washington should play the role of the honest broker by urging 
Maliki not to employ extrajudicial means, or even judicial means, to change the outcome to his own benefit. Very importantly, 
Washington should exhibit neutrality. Backing any candidate will prevent the United States from being an effective actor. The 
U.s. Government is in a position to achieve these objectives if it chooses to do so. It can use the provision of arms to the Iraqi 
government as tangible leverage. Iraqis will look to the United states to play a proactive diplomatic role as well.

But Washington must also recognize the very real risk that the Iraqi sunni political opposition to maliki may be destroyed 
by these elections, increasing the risk that the sunni violent insurgency will accelerate. Working with Iraqi sunni tribal and 
political leaders who do not support maliki to ensure that they have a voice in parliament and in government is essential for 
Iraq’s long term security. an inclusive and representative government after the elections will be important not only for Iraq, 
but also for regional security and U.s. national security interests.
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Iraq’s 2014 national elections are taking place at a difficult time. The country is at a crossroads, presented 
with the possibility of widely different futures. Deteriorating security conditions frame political 

thought in ways that harken back to Iraq’s first national elections in 2005. The Iraqi state does not hold 
control of territory in some of Iraq’s key political provinces, such as anbar, Ninewa, and Diyala. the 
disenfranchisement of Iraq’s arab sunnis; the rising threat of the Islamic state of Iraq and al-sham (IsIs); 
and the activation of Ba‘athist groups collectively discourage electoral participation. 

shi‘a militias that threatened Iraq’s security in 2004 have 
reactivated in 2014, though asai’b ahl al-haq (aah), the 
Badr Organization, and parties affiliated with the Sadrist 
trend are actively participating in elections as well. the 
political mobilization of these groups, some in competition 
with Prime minister Nouri al-maliki, demonstrates a retreat 
from Iraqi shi‘a political unity; however, it also raises new 
concerns about public perceptions of the need for personal 
protection beyond what the state has been able to provide. 
the increasing threat of spillover from the syrian war and 
high levels of violence in Iraq have cast doubt on the ability 
of Iraq’s national elections to generate an outlet of healthy 
political competition that empowers Iraq’s population to 
participate. 

security and local identity are dominant themes in the 2014 
elections. this is a stark contrast to Iraq’s 2010 elections, 
which primarily involved strategies of ethno-sectarian unity. 
the major Iraqi shi‘a groups in 2010 coalesced and formed 
the Iraqi National alliance (INa). at the same time, the Iraqi 
sunnis joined forces under the umbrella of former Prime 
minister ayad allawi’s Iraqiyya alliance; and the Iraqi Kurds 
formed the Kurdistani alliance, unifying the efforts of the 
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union 
of Kurdistan (PUK). Instead, pre-election coalitions in 
2014 have re-crystalized around primary stakeholders within 
the main Iraqi sunni, shi‘a, and Kurdish blocs, generating 
competition rather than unity. 

maliki’s state of law alliance (sla) did not fare well in the 
provincial elections in 2013, causing maliki to re-think his 
2014 campaign. sla member salman al-musawi stated on 
march 10, 2014 that the sla is not dependent on political 
blocs in order to secure maliki a third term, but rather is 
dependent on his popularity among voters.1 this message 
demonstrates a broader trend of targeting local communities 

for votes in the 2014 elections. Prime minister Nouri al-
maliki’s sla will again compete internally for Iraqi shi‘a votes 
with the citizens’ Bloc of the Islamic supreme council of Iraq 
(IscI) and the ahrar alliance, representing the sadrists. this 
internal shi‘a competition may cause the national elections to 
serve as a referendum on maliki’s continued rule. 

the vote among Iraq’s arab sunnis may be split among 
Council of Representatives Speaker Osama al-Nujaifi’s 
mutahidun (United) for reform, Deputy Prime minister 
saleh al-mutlaq’s arabiyya alliance, and ayad allawi’s 
secularist Wataniyya alliance. the Kurdish PUK and the 
KDP will also compete separately for the first time in several 
northern provinces for the Iraqi Kurdish vote. rather than 
ethno-sectarian unity, 2014 pre-elections behaviors bear a 
new quality of principled pluralism. this may be a potentially 
positive development for Iraq, if electoral process and security 
remain intact. 

the free, fair, and safe conduct of Iraq’s elections and the 
preservation of Iraq’s institutions are necessary for this positive 
outcome to occur. successful elections will also be necessary 
to test the health of the Iraq’s political system and the faith of 
the Iraqi people in that system as a means to provide for their 
own security. But such electoral conditions may produce new 
power dynamics within the national government that may 
threaten the interests of Iraq’s main political stakeholders, 
namely maliki. maliki has been in power for eight of the eleven 
years since the april 9, 2003 fall of saddam hussein. he has 
been calling for majoritarian rule and preparing to run for a 
third term. he is resolved upon one desired outcome.

maliki’s ambition entails forming a government in which he 
becomes more dominant, with fewer players in the cabinet, 
and an opposition that is functionally outside the government. 
on one hand, the prospect of a real political opposition may 
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energize Iraq’s political scene. however, the opportunity to 
form a political opposition in the presence of majoritarian 
rule and in the context of an urgent security demand is not 
clear. the development of a sect-based opposition is more 
likely, which will instead inflame tensions rather than provide 
a constructive outlet. 

maliki’s third term ambitions are also part of the calculation of 
his opponents’ electoral strategy. this pertains, in particular, 
to the Iraqi shi‘a groups. IscI and the sadrist trend are both 
working to unseat maliki. Both parties demonstrated through 
the provincial elections, held in 2013, that they will ally 
together to limit and challenge maliki’s powers. the results 
of the 2014 elections will guide both groups’ strategy to form 
an anti-maliki front. the Iraqi sunni and Iraqi Kurdish 
political groups will be part of the anti-Maliki effort based on 
IscI’s and the sadrists’ orientations. For, maliki, the 2013 
provincial elections results also gave him an opportunity to 
split opponents and use the judiciary to his advantage. he is 
likely to do the same in the aftermath of the 2014 elections. 

maliki is poised to compete for a third term, while his 
opponents will seek to weaken him. With this contentious 
dynamic, post-elections destabilization is possible given the 
significance of the elections. Not just domestic political entities 
are important: multiple other actors will also be influential 
after the elections. Iraq’s shi‘a religious authorities will play 
a role in resolving differences between associated parties. 
The Iranian government will devote effort and resources to 
ensure a friendly government in Baghdad. Washington can be 
and should be an influential mediator in a likely protracted 
government-formation period.

The Iraqi public is dissatisfied with corruption, deteriorating 
security, and lack of progress in service delivery. Iraq’s 
elections can be an opportunity for producing change that 
can aid in containing the violence instead of following its 
current trajectory. this report will identify the primary 
stakeholders in the outcome of the 2014 national elections; 
examine their electoral strategies particularly in the wake of 
the 2013 provincial elections; and describe vulnerabilities to 
the Iraqi people and to the state that have been created during 
the pre-elections campaign season, and which may persist 
into the post-election period of government formation. 

bacKgroUnd

the april 30, 2014 national parliamentary elections in Iraq 
will determine the shape of Iraq’s national government for 
the next four years. Iraqi citizens in every province vote for 

members of Iraq’s legislative branch, known as the council 
of representatives (cor). the results of this election also 
determine who will be allowed to form a government, and 
therefore who will be Prime minister. It is important to 
review how Iraq’s national government functions under the 
Iraqi constitution in order to understand the interests and 
strategies of the primary stakeholders in the 2014 national 
elections. 

the Iraqi government’s legislative and executive branches 
are bound by electoral term-limits. according to the Iraqi 
constitution, the Iraqi council of representatives (cor) 
has a 4-year term. the terms of the President and the Prime 
minister and his cabinet are bound to the term of the cor 
that elects them to office. From a constitutional perspective, 
therefore, national elections must occur in 2014 under the 
management of the Independent high Electoral commission 
(IhEc).

the cor voted in october 2013 to designate april 30, 2014 as 
the date for elections even before it voted on the law governing 
the conduct of elections in November 2013.2 voting on the 
date of the elections before passing the law governing their 
conduct indicated the cor’s concern that maliki may choose 
to delay the elections. a deal between major political groups 
provided one additional seat for each of the Iraqi Kurdish 
provinces, including arbil, sulaymaniyah, and Dohuk, for 
a total of 328 seats up for voting.3 similar to elections for 
the United states house of representatives, seats in the cor 
are allocated by province: the highest number of seats (69) 
is allocated to Baghdad province, and the lowest number of 
seats is allocated to muthana province.4 accordingly, some 
provinces are considered “key” because of their high number 
of seats in play.

the distribution of these seats plays a role in shaping the 
electoral strategies of the various groups. Baghdad, for 
example, will be highly competitive, given its high population 
and mixed demographic, including Iraqi shi‘a and sunnis. 
Furthermore, the changing disposition of Baghdad voters’ 
political inclinations makes the province more permissive 
for many parties. as such, elections in Baghdad may provide 
a lens upon the population rather than just the candidates. 
similarly, the 12 seats allocated for Kirkuk province in the 
north may serve as an important measure of the ethnic balance 
of the population, which has not yet been evaluated through 
an official census. 

the need for individual provincial strategies ahead of 2014 
national elections have also led many Iraqi political groups to 
recruit and nominate candidates who are known locally. this 
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are able to provide the last few votes a governing coalition 
needs to clear this constitutional hurdle. 

National elections in Iraq reflect the results of the provincial 
elections, which last occurred in 2013. Powerful positions, 
such as governorships, are leveraged to make political deals 
at the national level. the performance of a political party 
on a local level likewise can improve its competitiveness in 
national elections. For example, after Prime minister maliki’s 
state of law alliance (sla) won the majority of seats in the 
2009 provincial elections in maysan province in southern 
Iraq, maliki struck a deal allowing the previous governor and 
maliki ally mohammed shyaa al-sudani to be replaced by 
a sadrist governor, ali Dwai, in exchange for the sadrists’ 
support for maliki’s continued premiership. this move 
proved strategic for the sadrists, who were able to capitalize 
on the position. Dwai became known for joining city workers 
during their duties, burnishing the credentials of the sadrists 

strategy was evidenced by the nomination of Kirkuk’s popular 
governor, Najm al-Din Karim in the national elections. 
In Basra, the Islamic supreme council of Iraq (IscI) also 
deployed its member and governor of the province, majed 
al-Nasrawi, in order to capitalize on his recent popularity for 
having secured petro-dollars for Basra.5

after the conclusion of national elections, the Iraqi 
constitution stipulates that the cor will vote for senior 
positions in the Iraqi government, including the President, 
the Prime minister and his deputies, and the cabinet. although 
each cor member contributes an individual vote, in practice 
this voting occurs only after an agreement has been reached 
among the senior leaders of the political groups, invoking 
party loyalty and voting discipline thereafter. the selection of 
the cabinet requires an absolute majority of the cor members’ 
votes (165 votes). In the final negotiations over government 
formation, even small groups can play a decisive role if they 
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as a populist bloc.6 For the 2014 elections, the likelihood 
exists that provincial offices will be instrumental during 
national negotiations again. 

such political maneuvers pre-suppose that elections will 
be held in every province on the same day, april 30, 2014, 
as required by Iraqi law. the province most likely to face 
challenges in 2014 is anbar. Its second-largest urban area, 
Fallujah, has been out of the Iraqi government’s control since 
early 2014. clashes also persist in anbar’s capital of ramadi. 
In January 2014, local officials estimated that 75% of Fallujah’s 
population has left the city.7 In order to facilitate the process 
of voting for displaced anbari citizens, IhEc has decided to 
allow them to vote using “manual voting” as opposed to the 
electronic electoral smart cards that the majority will use in 
the elections.8 IhEc acknowledged that using the electronic 
cards for displaced anbaris is not possible due to distribution 
difficulties, although the distribution of electronic voting 
cards is taking place in other areas of anbar province. 

Conditions in Anbar may affect the turnout rate for Anbar 
and thereby the acceptability of the results. cor member liqa 
Wardi from anbar expressed concern that IhEc does not 
have accurate figures of the displaced and that manual voting 
may produce fraud.9 such procedural vulnerabilities give rise 
to the possible invalidation of 2014 national elections, which 
may prove useful for stakeholders that do not fare well at the 
ballot box. 

the Iraqi constitution does not provide for a third term for 
the Prime minister. the national elections will therefore 
provide an opportunity for all parties to challenge maliki on 
the national level. The Sadrists and ISCI unified after the 
provincial elections and have worked together to marginalize 
maliki’s power on the provincial level. they will also challenge 
maliki on the electoral stage in 2014. the political future of 
the Iraqi sunnis and Iraqi Kurds will depend on who emerges 
strongest among the Iraqi shi‘a political parties, and what 
incentives they offer to provide in return for electoral support. 
Each set of actors has approached these critical elections from 
a different perspective – the following sections will lay out 
these actors and their motivating factors. 

MaliKi and the state of law alliance 

The elections are significant not only for groups, but also 
for political figures, most importantly Maliki. Maliki has 
consolidated power in the last eight years, and his coalition is 
seeking to nominate him for a third term. to ensure a third 
term, maliki has highlighted his past performance, including 
in targeting militias, promoting his image as a strong leader 

on the security front. the elections are also important for 
maliki’s inner circle, who have a vested interest in his success 
and political survival, to which they have linked their own 
political fortunes. maliki also has close relatives running in 
the elections. 

Prime minister Nouri al-maliki heads the state of law 
alliance (sla), which is composed of 12 groups. Within 
the sla, maliki is the most dominant individual, and his 
Islamic Da‘wa Party is currently the most entrenched in the 
Iraqi government. as a result, the sla is centered around 
the personality of maliki. In the march 2010 national 
elections, maliki was a candidate in Baghdad, and his strong 
performance buoyed the fortunes of other politicians on his 
list. Given maliki’s present incumbency, sla candidates are 
counting upon party votes in Baghdad, distributed to them 
after maliki crosses the needed number of votes he needs to 
secure his seat. 

In 2014 elections, the sla also has non-Iraqi arab allies 
including Iraqi turkmen and shi‘a shabak groups. In this 
way, the sla can portray itself as inclusive of minorities that 
have a shared sectarian background. Iraqi shi‘a turkmen 
leader abbas al-Bayati, for example, is a long-standing maliki 
ally and Minister of State for Provincial Affairs. Another 
figure, Turhan Mufti became a close Iraqi Turkmen Maliki 
ally in the last four years and was instrumental in actualizing 
a long-standing Iraqi turkmen demand of converting the 
district tuz Khurmatu into a province.10 this may contribute 
to maliki’s localized strategy.

In a march 2013 interview with the German magazine Der 
Spiegel, maliki stated that results in the elections will determine 
whether he will compete for the prime minister position.11 
In the same interview, however, maliki added that “I can’t 
rest, given the challenges the country and Iraqis face.” This 
interview is a positive indicator that maliki will run for a third 
term after the Iraqi supreme court overturned the law which 
established term limits for senior posts. maliki’s allies have 
also been more forward in announcing that maliki is suitable 
for a third term. In November 2013, maliki ally and cor 
member, mohammed al-saihud, stated that maliki is “almost 
certainly” assured a third term because he is the “man of the 
stage.”12

moreover, maliki intends to protect the interests of the 
Da‘wa party, in particular party members who are part 
of his inner circle. Inner circle members include but are 
not limited to his son, ahmed al-maliki; his influential 
personal secretary and inner circle member Gati al-rikabi, 
also known as abu mujahid; his regional and religious 
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affairs advisor, abdul halim al-Zuhairi; his most trusted 
military advisor and relative General aboud qanbar; and 
his son-in-law hussein al-maliki, who is also running 
in the elections. they will be keenly interested in maliki 
securing a third term to aid in their political survival, but 
could also play a role in convincing maliki to step down 
under an electoral scenario whereby maliki is not in a 
position to compete for a third term. this inner circle 
greatly influences maliki’s decision-making. Its advice will 
be important in maliki’s calculus if it realized that attaining 
the prime minister position is no longer possible. 

maliki’s self-perception is important in order to predict his 
intentions after the elections. he views himself as a historical 
figure who intends to cement the Iraqi Shi‘a in the governing 
structure of the Iraqi state. this view comes from his family 
background; he is quick to remind any audience that his 
grandfather, mohammed abu al-mahasan, fought against the 
British when they occupied Iraq in the aftermath of World 
War I. additionally, he retains a sense of duty and entitlement 
that he and the Da‘wa party deserve to be in power due to 
their history of anti-Ba‘athist stances. he is proud of saying 
he has been involved in anti-Ba‘athist activities since he was 
17. This personal profile will be a driving force in dictating 
Maliki’s effort to secure a third term. 

the sadrists 

the sadrist trend is maliki’s most viable Iraqi shi‘a 
competition. It still enjoys grassroots support derived from 
sadrist leader moqtada al-sadr’s status as the heir and 
political successor of his father, mohammed sadeq al-sadr. 
the sadrists were able to win 40 seats in the march 2010 
elections and were thus positioned to be the strongest Iraqi 
arab political group.13 this performance was the result of a 
strategy that included tight control of balloting to cast votes 
for specific candidates in order not to scatter their votes. The 
sadrists’ power was demonstrated again in the 2013 provincial 
elections as they were able to secure seats and positions in 
Baghdad and other predominantly Iraqi shi‘a provinces in 
southern Iraq.14

the sadrists enter the elections with the three groups 
competing, the ahrar alliance, the Elites Gathering, and 
the National Partnership Gathering. In a strategic shift, the 
sadrists decided to not be part of a pan-shi‘a alliance like the 
Iraqi National alliance in 2010. this is very likely intended 
to allow the sadrists to demonstrate their own independent 
organizational power and street credibility, separate from 
a broader Iraqi shi‘a unit. the sadrist trend has been 
mobilizing its base to go out and vote. the sadrist trend has 
been able to showcase its organizational power in the street by 
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organizing the “Day of the Oppressed” only a month before 
the elections. The “Day of the Oppressed” march is an annual 
event, but the sadrists leveraged it to show their street power 
relative to other Iraqi shi‘a blocs in 2014.15 

the march was also the sadrists’ method of demonstrating 
their loyalty to moqtada al-sadr. the sadrist trend has been 
restructuring since al-sadr’s announced retirement from 
politics in February 2014 – even though he is still involved in 
the trend’s political affairs.16 Given the pre-elections timing 
of these moves, they are clearly intended to reenergize the 
Sadrist Trend and ensure a higher turnout. Reflecting its 
public populist nature, one of the sadrist slogans heading 
into the elections is “Servant of the people.”

the sadrists are aiming to unseat maliki as Prime minister. 
they will likely attack maliki’s performance and seek to 
capitalize on their 2013 provincial elections results, which 
will be discussed later in this report. In august 2013, a sadrist 
CoR member announced that the Da‘wa party is “concerned” 
that the sadrists are the closest to earning the Prime minister 
position.17 In the event the sadrists are unable to secure the 
Prime minister position alone, they will likely seek to play a 
king-making role by influencing the choice of Prime Minister. 
In return, they would be able to protect their interests by 
occupying senior positions in the government. 

the islaMic sUPreMe coUncil of iraq (isci)

the Islamic supreme council of Iraq (IscI) will also be critical 
player in determining the shape of the government. leading 

up to the provincial elections, the group was underestimated 
due to its weak results in the march 2010 elections. however, 
IscI emerged from the provincial elections as a rejuvenated 
group after being able to secure 65 seats.18 In the national 
elections, IscI will seek to continue its revival. IscI will 
lead the citizen’s alliance (ca) in the elections which has 
within its ranks 20 groups. Interestingly, the ca has attracted 
groups formerly close to Prime minister maliki including 
the Independent Efficiencies Gathering, led by former Iraqi 
government spokesperson, ali al-Dabagh. 

IscI’s revival was partly due to voter discontent with the sla, 
and also due to IscI’s decision to disassociate itself from 
the Iraqi government as it faced public criticism for being 
ineffective. This strategy was embodied by the resignation 
of senior ISCI figure and former vice president, Adel Abdul 
mahdi, from his position.19 In addition to these moves, 
IscI leader ammar al-hakim was gradually able to establish 
himself as a rising leader within the Iraqi shi‘a community 
and has sought to portray himself as a unifying force – for 
example, when he convened a national gathering for political 
leaders and proposed initiatives to solve the ongoing crisis in 
anbar.20 Prior to the elections, hakim stated that the most 
important card ISCI has is “credibility,” likely a reference to 
its distance from the government after the 2010 elections.21 

Prime Minister Maliki has identified ISCI as an opponent. In 
March 2013, both sides engaged in a high-profile stand-off in 
Basra where IscI, represented by majed al-Nasrawi, currently 
holds the governor position. to pressure IscI, the sla in 
Basra decided to challenge the legality of the formation of the 
Basra government. IscI’s response included allying with the 

Sadrist poster showing slogan, “Servant for the People” and names of Sadrist groups competing in 2014 elections. Source: Sadrist Social Media
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sadrists to protest against maliki in Basra. reported meetings 
between hakim and maliki resulted in the sla halting its 
legal procedures against Nasrawi. this temporary lull may 
have also been the result of Iranian government mediation, 
but tensions will continue between maliki and IscI. In Basra 
in particular, Nasrawi has been able to earn a populist image 
for IscI by insisting that the province receive increased 
allocations of petro-dollars.22 

IscI is also eying the Prime minister position. IscI leaders 
realize that they will need to build alliances in order to do 
so, and their relations with the sadrists and their anti-maliki 
commonality will be the driving force to achieve its objectives. 
IscI’s prospects of gaining the premiership would be 
enhanced if the elections results will necessitate the need for a 
consensus candidate, a role that ISCI could fill. If ISCI offers 
a consensus prime minister candidate, the groups allowing 
him to be prime minister will restrict the powers of the office, 
having learned from maliki’s consolidation of power. 

the new Political Player: asa’ib ahl al-haq

asa’ib ahl al-haq (aah) is an Iraqi shi‘a militia that is backed 
by the Iranian government. aah is led by former sadrist 
senior figure, Qais al-Khazali, who has been cementing his 
position as a leader of in the Iraqi shi‘a political community 
and a direct competitor of moqtada al-sadr. the sadrists and 
aah compete for the same constituency. Khazali claims to be 
the legitimate representative of moqtada’s father, mohammed 
Sadeq al-Sadr. AAH has also attempted to spread its influence 

by opening offices in various parts of the country, although 
predominantly Iraqi shi‘a Baghdad neighborhoods are still 
AAH’s major spheres of influence and sites of rivalry with 
the sadrists.23 In order to demonstrate its power, aah has 
engaged the sadrists in limited skirmishes throughout the 
last four years, with high-profile clashes taking place in 
Kadhmiyah, Baghdad in June 2013. as a result of mediation 
by influential cleric Kadhim al-Haeri, the factions did not 
have major clashes in the following months.24 

In the 2014 elections, AAH has officially entered the electoral 
fray. This is the first time that it will openly compete in 
elections since it was formed in 2004, and this decision is 
likely intended to test aah’s electoral power, weaken the 
Sadrists, and support Maliki’s effort to secure a third term. 
aah is competing under a political bloc named sadiqun 
[The Truthful]. Although Sadiqun is not running with the 
sla in Baghdad, it is running along with the sla and other 
Iraqi shi‘a groups in provinces like Diyala, salah ad-Din, and 
Kirkuk where the shi‘a minority needs to coalesce in order to 
compete against non-Iraqi shi‘a groups. 

according to Khazali, the main purpose for aah competing 
in the elections is “mismanagement of the state, rampant 
corruption, unjustified and mysterious absence of the 
republic’s president, and the presence of two governments 
and parliaments.” The reference to “two governments and 
parliaments” refers to the Kurdistan Regional Government 
and the Iraqi Kurdistan parliament. Khazali’s statements are 
critical of corruption and the Iraqi Kurds. aah’s anti-Iraqi 
Kurdish platform also includes criticism directed towards Iraqi 

AAH leader, Qais al-Khazali, announcing AAH’s entrance in the elections on March 17, 2014 in Najaf. Source: Al-Sumaria News
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president, Jalal talabani, who has been hospitalized in Germany 
since suffering a stroke in December 2012. Another platform for 
aah has been to capitalize on its deployment to syria in support 
of Bashar al-assad’s government. With the backing of the Iranian 
government, aah is the main Iraqi shi‘a group that has been 
recruiting and sending fighters to Syria ostensibly to defend the 
shrine of sayyida Zeinab in Damascus, but aah members and 
other Iraqi shi‘a militias have been deployed to other parts of 
syria in support of syrian government forces.25 

aah pre-elections campaigning has also included tribal 
outreach. very notably, Khazali has been touring southern 
Iraqi cities and holding festivals, meeting with tribal figures to 
project an image of broader appeal. this strategy is intended 
to compete directly with moqtada al-sadr and win over some 
of his followers, especially in Najaf, where sadr resides. aah 
will likely ally with Prime minister maliki after the elections. It 
will be an electoral surprise if aah gains more than ten seats 
in the elections, given its new arrival on the political scene 
and fierce competitions from the other Iraqi Shi‘a political 
groups. Nonetheless, any seats gained by aah will be an asset 
for maliki who, amid a likely fractured political scene, will 
need such seats to secure a third term. Further, these seats will 
come directly at the expense of the sadrists.

the continUed disUnity of iraqi sUnni Politics 

Iraqi sunni politics is more fractured in these elections when 
compared to the march 2010 elections. In those elections, 

the majority of Iraqi sunni political groups competed within 
Iraqiyya, which had a central leadership under former Prime 
minister ayad allawi. since 2010, Iraqiyya faced multiple 
internal and external challenges, beginning with maliki’s 
contest to form the government despite Iraqiyya’s numerical 
victory in the elections. Internally, allawi had to contend with 
accommodating the various senior figures within Iraqiyya, 
each of whom had his own powerbase. this dynamic made 
it difficult for Iraqiyya to negotiate under a unified position. 
Iraqiyya’s internal differences made it easy for Maliki to 
splinter the group and gradually phase out allawi’s role as 
coalition leader. maliki also weakened Iraqiyya by targeting 
for arrest two of its main leaders, tariq al-hashemi and 
Rafia al-Issawi, whom he had placed in senior government 
positions in his administration.26

the Iraqi sunni political scene was reenergized by the advent 
of the anti-government protest movement, which from 
December 2012-June 2013 represented a unified front for 
Iraqi sunni political ambitions and grievances. however, 
heading into the June 20, 2013 provincial elections, the Iraqi 
sunni political scene divided into anti-maliki forces, pro-
maliki forces, and a diminishing protest movement. these 
categorizations reflect the Iraqi Sunnis’ political landscape 
prior to the 2014 elections as well.27 

The major Iraqi Sunni political figure heading into the 
elections is CoR Speaker Osama al-Nujaifi. He is the leader 
of the “Mutahidun for Islah” [United for Reform] coalition 
which includes within it 13 predominantly Iraqi sunni political 

Protesters praying in Ramadi on July 18, 2013. Source: Media Support Committee for the Iraqi Revolution
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groups. Nujaifi’s personal ambition is likely maintaining 
a senior position in the government after the elections. he 
would likely seek to maintain his position of cor speaker, 
since it is effectively the second most influential position in 
the government and allows him to exercise influence despite 
resistance from the executive branch.

Nujaifi will also likely seek to reinvigorate his base of support 
in his home province of Ninewa after his and his brother’s 
hadba group underperformed in the provincial elections.28 
From Nujaifi’s perspective, the elections are also about 
renewing his mandate as a national-level Iraqi sunni political 
leader and translating Iraqi sunni grievances into tangible 
political gains. to do so, he faces a major security challenge. 

mutahidun’s powerbase is arrayed in provinces where security 
has greatly deteriorated since June 2013. the deteriorating 
security has complicated mutahidun’s strategy to campaign 
openly. IsIs has launched an anti-elections campaign that 
will likely have an effect of discouraging Iraqi Sunnis from 
participating in elections. It is likely, however, that a boycott 
brought on by threats of violence from IsIs could actually 
benefit Mutahidun, depressing turnout from non-Mutahidun 
supporters. such a boycott would, however, diminish 
mutahidun’s legitimacy, given the lack of wide participation. 
In December 2013, mutahidun countered discussion of a 
possible boycott among protest movement leaders. mutahidun 
member Walid al-mohammedi condemned statements hinting 
at a boycott and called clearly on Iraqi sunni to participate in 
elections.29

mutahidun will also face the political challenge of the aftermath 
of the anbar crisis that started in late December 2013 and is 
ongoing. Erstwhile mutahidun tribal ally ahmed abu risha 
has sided with maliki ever since IsIs took Fallujah. the de 
facto Maliki-Abu Risha alliance will severely impact Nujaifi’s 
chances in Anbar even though, officially, Abu Risha is still 
running with Nujaifi in the same electoral coalition. The 
disqualification of Nujaifi’s other Anbari ally, Rafia al-Issawi, 
from the elections will also negatively affect Mutahidun’s 
chances, but Issawi can reverse that effect by aggressively 
campaigning for other candidates.30 

Finally, for mutahidun to succeed, it will have to harness the 
remaining power of the anti-government protest movement, 
which can still play a role in mobilizing voters. In late march 
2014, Facebook pages previously frequented by protest 
movement sympathizers reacted to events in the town of 
Buhriz, Diyala when ISIS briefly held the town. After the 
Iraqi security Forces regained control over the town, there 
were reports of extrajudicial killings against Iraqi sunnis that 

some attributed to “militias.” Mutahidun reacted strongly 
to the Buhriz events by warning that government strategy in 
Diyala may be intended to “prevent citizens from participating 
in elections.”31 

another factor that will play a role in Iraqi sunni politics is ayad 
allawi’s Wataniyya alliance. It is competing across the country 
but has in past elections performed well in predominantly 
Iraqi sunni provinces. that scenario may repeat itself and 
present the possibility of allawi and mutahidun working 
together. 

maliki’s strategy with the Iraqi sunnis is centered on working 
with allies. he will seek to capitalize on his established relations 
with Iraqi Sunni figures after the elections, including his 
anbari allies represented by ahmed abu risha and Governor 
ahmed al-Dulaimi. maliki has also been working to establish 
relations with mishan al-Juburi and salah ad-Din Governor 
ahmed abdullah al-Juburi who is popular in his home 
province. maliki may also seek to work with Deputy Prime 
minister saleh al-mutlaq who, despite his critique of maliki 
during his visit to Washington in January 2014, has tended 
to work with Maliki in the past. The relations these figures 
have with maliki will be part of Iraqi sunni voters’ calculation 
as they cast votes, but the 2013 provincial election results 
demonstrate that relations with maliki might not damage 
politicians’ electoral chances.32 

the UnUsUal Position of the iraqi KUrds

the Iraqi Kurds enter national elections in a unique position. 
For the first time since 2005, the two major groups, the 
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan (PUK) are not competing as a unified front in either 
Iraqi Kurdistan’s provincial elections or in the vitally important 
provinces of Kirkuk and Ninewa. these two provinces have 
represented the frontline for the Iraqi Kurds since 2003 as they 
sought to reclaim what they perceive to be part of Iraqi Kurdistan 
or “Kurdistani land,” meaning part of greater Kurdistan. In 
past elections, the KDP and PUK have cast aside their internal 
differences to show a unified front in Iraqi Kurdish-Iraqi 
arab relations. overall, the KDP is seeking to consolidate 
the dominance that it achieved during the Iraqi Kurdistan 
september 2013 parliamentary elections, in which the PUK 
came third, losing to both the KDP and to its geographic and 
ideological competitor, the Change Movement [Gorran].33 

The difference between KDP-PUK is the most pronounced in 
these elections. the KDP and PUK are competing separately 
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in both Kirkuk and Ninewa even though they engaged in 
negotiations to form a unified Iraqi Kurdish coalition in 
Kirkuk that eventually crumbled. on December 8, 2013, 
all Iraqi Kurdish political parties agreed to form a coalition 
that named the “Kurdistani Kirkuk List” headed by PUK’s 
Kirkuk governor, Najm al-Din Karim. the coalition had a 
Gorran member as its spokesperson and a KDP member as 
the coalition’s representative to IhEc. this allocation system 
was likely intended to placate the different groups that had 
partisan ambitions. on December 10, 2013, however, the 
KDP announced that it had withdrawn from the Kurdistani 
Kirkuk list, citing its disagreement with the decision to allow 
Karim to head the coalition. senior KDP representative 
in Kirkuk, Irfan Kirkuki, stated that governor Karim had 
“preferred his party’s interest to those of the public good” and 
that the KDP has repeatedly objected to Karim assuming the 
leadership of a unified Iraqi Kurdish list.34 

the PUK, however, showed its support to Karim during its 
central council session on December 23, 2013 when convened 
members welcomed Karim with reported “warm applause.” 
additionally, secretary of the council, adel murad, gave a 
speech highlighting Karim’s role in Iraqi Kurdish political 
history and contributions during Karim’s tenure as Kirkuk’s 
governor since 2010. For his part, Karim addressed the 
session by detailing his work as governor of Kirkuk. he stated 
his surprise at learning of the KDP’s withdrawal decision 
from the media without prior notification. Karim added that 
“weakening the PUK in Kirkuk is weakening of the unified 
Kurdish position.”35 

through these steps, the PUK is attempting to reassert its 
credential as a political party seeking to protect Iraqi Kurdish 
interests in Kirkuk. the PUK has also sought to defend Karim 
who, while criticized for some policies, is also perceived 
and praised for being more conciliatory with the non-Iraqi 
Kurdish groups in Kirkuk compared to Kirkuk’s previous 
KDP governor, abdul rahman mustafa. more importantly, 
the PUK does not want to appear to be squandering Iraqi 
Kurdish interests in Kirkuk in the wake of the KDP’s decision 
to withdraw from the coalition.36 

Kirkuk’s contest is the PUK’s opportunity to regain footing 
in the internal Iraqi Kurdish political balance after its 
underperformance in the Iraqi Kurdistan september 2013 
parliamentary elections.37 In the march 2010 election results, 
the PUK won five of the six seats gained by the Iraqi Kurds and 
it is seeking a similar performance in the 2014 elections. the 
question for the PUK will remain how to translate success in 
Kirkuk into wider rejuvenation as it attempts to restructure 
and remain relevant.38 

In Ninewa, Iraqi Kurds are not unified, as the PUK decided 
to compete separately citing the “marginalization” that took 
place after the provincial elections (the KDP had charted and 
worked with the Iraqi sunni mutahidun to form the Ninewa 
government eventually at the expense of the PUK). according 
to the PUK’s Ninewa chief, arif rushdi, the PUK took the 
decision because “we were not done justice within the ‘[KDP-
led] brotherhood and coexistence list’.” As the elections 
approach, the PUK suffered further losses in Ninewa as 
Rushi along with other senior Ninewa-based PUK officials 
split from the PUK and joined the KDP in april 2014. this 
development will weaken the PUK and likely strengthen the 
KDP in the province. 39 

the PUK is also grappling with the absence of its leader, 
talabani, which presents internal and external challenges to 
the Iraqi Kurds. talabani has been hospitalized in Germany 
since December 2012. Internally, the PUK so far has not 
been able to develop a counterweight to KDP leader and 
Iraqi Kurdistan President, masoud Barzani. Furthermore, 
talabani’s absence will have an impact on PUK electioneering 
strategy and power, leaving the KDP is better positioned. 
Externally, talabani has in past elections been able to leverage 
his position and stature in Baghdad and relations with the 
Iranian government to advance the interests of the PUK and 
the Iraqi Kurds. this dynamic was particularly important 
during negotiations with Iraqi shi‘a political leaders who 
have ties to the Iranian government.40

the rise of Gorran will also dilute the Iraqi Kurdish political 
scene. Gorran will likely do well inside Iraqi Kurdistan’s three 
provinces since its appeal is still limited outside the region. 
But in any case, this will take away votes from the KDP and 
PUK. For the PUK, a strong showing in the national elections 
and the concurrent Iraqi Kurdistan provincial elections is 
even more significant in light of the April 17, 2014 agreement 
between the KDP and Gorran to form a Kurdistan regional 
Government that froze out the PUK.41 

the ongoing KDP-PUK competition in these two provinces 
coupled with the deteriorating security could impact the 
elections. the Iraqi Kurds will still likely win 5-6 of Kirkuk’s 
12 seats due to the province’s demographics. however, the Iraqi 
Kurdish parties will need to accept the results in order to deny 
IsIs the opportunity to discredit the electoral process. conduct 
of elections will also be critical for the Iraqi arabs in Kirkuk, 
who have highlighted problems in the run-up to the elections 
including disqualification of candidates and the distribution 
of electronic voting cards. Notably, the arab Political council 
called for the postponement of elections for these reasons, 
which lays the groundwork for questioning the results.42 
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In other parts of Iraq, the KDP and PUK decided to set 
aside differences and run together. In Baghdad, Diyala, and 
salah ad-Din, both parties formed coalitions with other Iraqi 
Kurdish parties. It is critical for the Iraqi Kurds to perform 
well in these provinces to achieve their goals in the Disputed 
Internal Boundaries (DIB) areas.43 

the stakes are high for the Iraqi Kurds in these elections. 
the Iraqi Kurds will still be sought-after partners who could 
tip the balance in determining the next government as they 
did in previous elections. But as the results emerge, the three 
major parties of KDP, PUK, and Gorran will face questions 
on how to represent their negotiation positions and avoid 
transmitting internal Iraqi Kurdistan fractures to negotiations 
with Baghdad. In these elections, the Iraqi Kurdish posture is 
even more significant as the KRG works to export oil from 
Iraqi Kurdistan to turkey despite objections from Baghdad. 
moreover, the Iraqi Kurds will be faced with a dilemma of 
which positions to bargain for during government-formation 
negotiations. talabani cannot be president again due to 
term-limits, and his successor is unclear if the Iraqi Kurds 
seek to maintain that position. It is likely that the Iraqi Kurds 
will seek positions other than the presidency and the foreign 
affairs ministry, occupied by KDP member Hoshyar Zebari 
since 2003. If those demands develop, they could revive an 
Iraqi Shi‘a–Iraqi Kurdish alliance, but likely at the expense 
of the Iraqi sunnis. Under all these scenarios, the unity of 
the Iraqi Kurds and their bargaining positions will have 
a significant impact on the fortunes of the other ethno-
sectarian groupings. 

MaliKi’s electoral strategy

maliki began strategizing for the national elections shortly 
after discovering he had not performed strongly in the 
provincial elections in 2013. this was particularly visible 
when Maliki met with Speaker Osama al-Nujaifi and 
attempted to reconcile with him in July 2013.44 maliki also 
initially pursued a conciliatory approach with Iraqi Kurdish 
groups, realizing that he would need their support after the 
elections. towards the end of 2013, however, this shifted 
into a more nationalist, confrontational approach, as maliki 
transitioned into a pre-elections campaign mode. In advance 
of the national elections, maliki has taken a confrontational 
approach targeting his Iraqi shi‘a opponents, the Iraqi Kurds, 
and the Iraqi sunnis. 

For the Iraqi shi‘a, maliki quickly after the provincial elections 
set himself in opposition to the sadrists. In an interview during 
this time, he emphasized his security credentials – recalling 
that he had ordered attacks against militias in Basra in 2008. 

he also issued a string of statements criticizing moqtada al-
sadr after the latter issued a scathing statement opposing 
maliki’s visit to the United states in late 2013.45 maliki has 
also targeted the sadrists in the courts, initiating a change in 
Diyala’s provincial government, which was initially produced 
by alliance between the sadrists and the Iraqi sunni group 
mutahidun. maliki and the sla have also sought to target a 
newly re-energized IscI.46 IscI, while less critical of maliki 
when compared to the sadrists, is still more favorable to the 
sadrists and could whittle away seats needed by the sla. 

Maliki has many “levers” available to him – rhetorical, legal, 
and military – and he has shown a willingness to use all of 
them. as mentioned previously, maliki initiated legal steps in 
Basra to challenge the legitimacy of its IscI governor, majed 
al-Nasrawi.47 maliki may also utilize his relations with aah 
to contain the sadrists, as evidenced by clashes between aah 
and the sadrists in Kadhmiyah, Baghdad in June 2013.48 

maliki sharpened his rhetoric against the Iraqi Kurds after 
the KrG started limited oil exports to turkey. In addition 
to verbal attacks, maliki delayed the salaries of Kurdistan 
regional Government employees in February 2014, resulting 
in the tightening of economic conditions in Iraqi Kurdistan 
and heightened tensions with Iraqi Kurdistan President 
Barzani. maliki’s actions are intended to burnish his own 
credentials as a strong, nationalist leader before the elections. 
he may soften his stance with regards to the Iraqi Kurds after 
the elections, but his priority prior to the elections is to rally 
his base.49

maliki’s main target among the Iraqi sunnis is cor speaker 
Nujaifi. The two figures were conciliatory in the wake of the 
summer of 2013, as IsIs was resurgent and threatening to 
both of them, as well as Nujaifi’s brother, Ninewa Governor 
Atheel Nujaifi. Governor Nujaifi had to deal with an ISIS’s 
threat emanating from southern mosul.50 Prior to the national 
elections, however, maliki and his allies have been publically 
critical of Nujaifi. This includes Maliki’s threat to suspend the 
cor if it did not pass the budget.51 

Security

meanwhile, maliki has also faced a real security crisis in Iraq 
over the course of the last two years. this has provided him 
with an opportunity to wield the IsF for political gain. In 
August 2013, Maliki launched the “Revenge of the Martyrs” 
operation to clear IsIs support zones north of Baghdad in the 
aftermath of the abu Ghraib Prison attack.52 the intention of 
that operation was to portray maliki as a strong Prime minister 
who is able to impose law and order. that operation came at 
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a cost, as it also resulted in arbitrary arrests of primarily Iraqi 
Sunnis. “Revenge of the Martyrs” was intended to regain the 
image of a strong security leader and appeal to recent victims 
and martyrs of IsIs attacks. 

In December 2013, Maliki redoubled his security efforts 
in anbar. maliki initiated the “revenge of the martyr 
Commander Mohammed” operation when the commander 
of the 7th Iraqi army division, Brigadier General mohammed 
al-Karawi, was killed in an IsIs ambush in the anbar desert 
on December 22. The initial effort garnered support from the 
population, including some Iraqi Sunni figures who perceived 
IsIs to be a threat against them. however, subsequent steps 
by maliki, including a raid to arrest controversial Iraqi sunni 
cor member ahmed al-alwani and the shutdown of the 
ramadi anti-government protest site sharply turned opinion 
in anbar against him.53 

subsequent clashes led to the fall of Fallujah to IsIs and other 
armed groups. The ongoing stand-off in Anbar hurts Maliki’s 
image as a strong leader, demonstrating that he is not able to 
re-take lost territory in the province. maliki’s image among 
the Iraqi Shi‘a as a Prime Minister who is fighting on their 
behalf is important, and suggests that the upcoming elections 
likely impacted maliki’s calculations in pursuing security 
operations. Although confronting ISIS in Anbar was justified 
and necessary, maliki’s ordering the arrest of alwani and the 
shutdown of the Ramadi protest site seem to have backfired 
leading to gains for IsIs and Iraqi insurgent groups. 

Disqualification of Candidates

The disqualification of critical candidates is also part of 
maliki’s electoral strategy. Prior to the elections, a large 
number of candidates were disqualified from the elections for 
a variety of reasons, including sla and pro-maliki candidates. 
maliki opponents have faced particular scrutiny, however, 
particularly former finance minister Rafia al-Issawi. The 
arrest of Issawi’s bodyguards in December of 2012 triggered 
the anti-government Iraqi sunni protest movement. Issawi 
was ostensibly disqualified due to an existing arrest warrant, 
but Issawi attributed the decision to political motives which 
appear to have been in play in the initial issuance of the arrest 
warrant.54 The disqualification of anti-Maliki candidates 
raises questions about the independence of the IhEc and the 
judicial sector in Iraq.

another prominent case is the secular politician mithal 
al-Alusi, who was disqualified due to a charge against him 
that he violated the electoral law of Good conduct when he 
criticized maliki in a tv interview.55 alusi was reinstated on 

march 18 and is currently a senior candidate within the civil 
Democratic Coalition. Nonetheless, his disqualification is 
emblematic of maliki electoral strategy to weaken any critics. 

Maliki’s Challenges

maliki challenges will be numerous as he seeks to secure a 
third term. Firstly, his opponents are more distrustful of him 
and his capacity to keep promises as a result of his governance 
in the last term and failure to deliver on many agreements. 
secondly, 2013 was the deadliest year in Iraq since 2008 and 
the deteriorating security environment will likely damage his 
prospects.56 thirdly, despite economic improvement and 
higher standards of living, rampant corruption will be counted 
against him since it took place during his terms. Fourthly, 
some of his allies have realized some of his weakening and have 
chosen to distance themselves from him at least for now. this 
includes long-time ally sami al-askari and former Iraqiyya 
member, Izzat al-shabandar.57 Neither figure enjoys wide 
popular support, but both have tied their political fortunes 
to maliki’s in the past. askari’s decision to form his coalition, 
the alliance of Iraqi loyalty, before the elections indicates 
his desire to set out separately from maliki. Given the nature 
of Iraqi politics, maliki still has some tools to manipulate his 
allies; Askari was briefly disqualified from the elections, but 
was later reinstated.58 the reinstatement was likely the result 
of maliki pressuring the Judiciary. 

maliki also needs to factor foreign support into his electoral 
strategy. maliki visited both the United states and Iran in late 
2013. While the Iranian government has not played a major 
role in the pre-elections environment, it will likely be involved 
in the post elections environment. It is important for maliki 
to highlight his positions to the Iranian government in person 
as part of his effort to secure its support vis-à-vis other Iraqi 
shi‘a groups after the elections. this may include his support 
to its syria policy as embodied by the Damascus visit by maliki 
confidante and national security advisor, Faleh Fayadh.59 

Despite these challenges, maliki enters the elections rejuvenated. 
he gradually regained momentum lost in the aftermath of the 
provincial elections by launching the major military operations 
described above and using them to appear strong.60 he has also 
pursued a strategy of shaping the post-elections environment 
with the Iraqi Kurds by squeezing them financially and 
proposing the creation of new provinces in districts that they 
seek to control. Finally, he has attacked his main Iraqi shi‘a 
rivals, the sadrists, rhetorically while allying with aah. 
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the Position of iraq’s religioUs aUthorities 

Iraq’s religious authorities, particularly the shi‘a institution 
known as the marjai’a, will play a critical role in these elections 
given their political and social influence among Iraqis. 
the marjai’a headed by Grand ayatollah ali al-sistani, has 
attempted to play a mediating, quietist role when Iraq faced 
major political crises. In the post-2003 Iraqi political culture, 
Iraqi shi‘a political factions tend to seek sistani’s approval 
and blessing prior to taking major decisions. one prominent 
example is the U.s.-Iraq security agreement in 2008, for 
which maliki sought sistani’s opinion in order to bolster his 
public position.61 

the marjai’a has not endorsed any political group before 
the 2014 elections, in keeping with its desire to appear 
neutral and “keep the same distance” from all Iraqi Shi‘a 
political groups. sistani’s current political approach is only to 
intervene when necessary. For that reason, sistani has chosen 
to disengage from direct politics by not meeting with maliki 
or sla members for the last three years.62 sistani’s stance is 
also the product of his desire not to appear as supporting a 
government that the public perceives as ineffective. Sistani’s 
approach is a direct contrast to the Iranian theocratic political 
order, the velayat-e faqih. 

Sistani’s position vis-à-vis Maliki has limited Maliki’s stature, 
as sistani’s endorsement is important. sistani has been active 
personally and through his representatives in the lead-up to 
the 2014 elections in taking stands to make the process more 
democratic. In July 2013 as the debate of the elections law 
was taking place, sistani’s representative in Karbala abdul 
al-mahdi al-Karbalai expressed the marjai’a rejection of 
a proposed closed-list electoral system. the closed-list 
system would have favored the major political parties and 
disenfranchised voters. the cor voted for an open-list 
system when it passed the elections law in November 2013. 

In February 2014, an IhEc delegation visited sistani in 
Najaf and emerged after the meeting to announce that sistani 
emphasized the need to hold elections as scheduled and 
facilitate the participation of anbar voters. although sistani 
has only endorsed the elections process in general terms, 
various candidates are attempting to appear close to his 
authority. this primarily concerns IscI, which has adopted 
Sistani as its spiritual leader since 2007. Senior ISCI leader, 
humam hamoudi, in a march 31 post on his Facebook page 
stated that ISCI is characterized by its “closeness” to the 
marjai’a, emphasizing that IscI considers that the “marjai’a’s 
orders must be executed.”63 

as the 2014 elections approach, early indications point to 
sistani’s intention to call for change as evidenced by a Friday 
sermon delivered by Karbala on april 4, 2014, during which 
he described Iraq’s “difficult conditions” and called on the 
public to vote for officials who will change these conditions. 
the sermon did not name maliki, but many Iraqi shi‘a will 
likely perceive it to mean the Prime minister. Pre-election 
coolness from sistani towards maliki was also exhibited by 
sistani’s reported refusal to meet maliki who was visiting 
Najaf on april 10.64 sistani’s role after the elections will be 
crucial. he will remain quietist and not intervene on behalf 
of a party or candidate, but he will also remain in a position 
to challenge Iraqi shi‘a groups if they try to alter the election 
results unduly or try to overturn them violently. sistani is 
likely still interested in maintaining Iraqi shi‘a political 
unity. 

the iranian governMent’s calcUlUs 

the Iranian government will closely monitor the outcome of 
the Iraqi elections. In 2014, the Iranian government is fully 
engaged in an effort to buttress its ally Bashar al-Assad in 
syria. although syria appears to be the focal point of Iran’s 
Middle East strategy, Iraq plays an important role as well – 
both as a tacit logistical partner and source of militia members 
able to deploy to syria. In the run-up to the elections, the 
Iranian government does not appear to have repeated its 2010 
push for the formation of a pan-shi‘a Iraqi political alliance. 
this is likely the result of Iraqi shi‘a political parties’ desire 
to test their own powers as separate entities. It is also likely 
that the widening gap between maliki and his Iraqi shi‘a rivals 
rendered any Iranian government effort to unify Iraqi Shi‘a 
political groups impossible. 

Nevertheless, the Iranian government does have direct allies 
running in the elections. chief among them are aah; the 
Badr organization, which is running with the sla; and 
one of the Iranian government’s protégés within the sla, 
the risali trend. the risali trend is headed by former sadr 
student and current maliki ally adnan al-shahmani. aah 
and the Badr Organization have been significant recruiters 
of militia fighters deploying to Syria to fight along the Assad 
government. aah is reported to receive up to $2 million a 
month from the Iranian government. this support will help 
make these groups viable in the elections.65 

the Iranian government will likely be more active after the 
elections. It is already seeking to decrease tensions between 
Iraqi shi‘a political parties as evidenced by the reported 
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visit carried out by qassim soleimani, the commander of 
the Iranian revolutionary Guard corps quds Force, to 
mediate tensions between the various Iraqi shi‘a groups. 
Furthermore, three major Iraqi shi‘a leaders, namely maliki, 
sadr, and hakim, have each visited Iran before the elections. 
Senior Iraqi Sunni officials have also engaged the Iranian 
government before the elections. Speaker Nujaifi met with 
the Iranian ambassador to Iraq, hassan Danafaer, on march 
17, 2014 to discuss bilateral relations and the 2014 elections. 
In September 2013, Nujaifi visited Iran where he met with 
senior Iranian officials including making an appearance at 
the funeral of soleimani’s mother.66 

these visits point to a post-election strategy by the Iranian 
government that will seek to unify the ranks of the Iraqi shi‘a 
and ensure that the next government in Baghdad will be 
friendly to tehran.67 

Pre-elections destabilization 

the run-up to national elections has already had and will likely 
continue to have a destabilizing effect on the country. This is 
partly the result of the typical pre-elections posturing and the 

hardening of rhetoric by political parties in order to appeal to 
their electoral base. During the run-up to the 2014 elections, 
however, the impact has also affected the security environment. 

Elections and the Security Environment 

security has consistently represented a threat to the electoral 
process during Iraq’s multiple elections, especially on election 
day itself. attacks against voters, polling sites, candidates, 
and electoral officials persisted in the run-up to the 2013 
provincial elections particularly in Ninewa, anbar, Diyala, 
salah ad-Din, and Babil. It is clear that IsIs was focused on 
disrupting the electoral process in some of these provinces.68 

Despite the postponement of elections in Ninewa and anbar 
on security grounds, the elections in both provinces took 
place on June 20, 2013 and were not permanently impeded by 
IsIs’s pre-elections violence.69 While the eventual successful 
conduct of elections in these two provinces is a hopeful sign 
for the resilience of the electoral process, the security situation 
facing Iraq in april 2014 is in many ways more grave than it 
was a year ago. 

the Iraqi government is experiencing loss of terrain for the 
first time since 2008. This includes the highly contentious 

ISIS photo of battle with ISF in Ramadi. Source: ISIS social media
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cities of Fallujah and ramadi in anbar, parts of salah ad-Din, 
and parts of Diyala, as part of a security stand-off that has been 
developing since late 2013. the previously mentioned security 
operation in anbar, “revenge of the martyr commander 
Mohammed,” came in response to a significant ISIS ambush. 
The operation was justified as a necessary step for the Iraqi 
security Forces (IsF) and Iraqi government to contain the 
continuous IsIs threat.70 

the operation initially generated public solidarity with the 
Iraqi government and the IsF even among Iraqi sunnis. 
however, the arrest of Iraqi sunni member of the cor, 
ahmed al-alwani, on December 28, 2013 and the closure of 
the long-running protest site in ramadi on December 30, 
2013 sparked a wide uprising against the Iraqi government 
by the people of anbar. For maliki, the closure of the ramadi 
site and more relevantly the arrest of the controversial alwani 
serve to bolster his image as a strong commander-in-chief 
before the elections. these decisions, however, led to a severe 
deterioration in security across other parts of the country. 

concurrently, these decisions allowed for the reemergence of a 
renewed insurgency against the federal government under the 
auspices of “Tribal Military Councils” (TMCs). These TMCs 
include a variety of anti-government groups, predominantly 
the Ba‘athist Jaysh rijal al-tariqah al-Naqshabandia (JrtN) 
and reportedly also the muslim scholar association (msa). 
these developments were likely the unintended consequence 
of maliki’s actions, and have increased tensions and resulted 
in significant challenges for the Iraqi Security Forces ahead of 
the elections.71

these events have also increased rhetorical tensions 
between the Iraqi sunnis and the Iraqi shi‘a, maliki’s sla 
and mutahidun in particular. In January 2014, senior sla 
figure, Maliki ally, and member of the CoR Yassin Majid 
accused mutahidun of coordinating with IsIs in anbar. 
mutahidun member ahmed al-masari retorted that “maliki’s 
forces brought IsIs to anbar in order to provide a pretext 
to attack the city.”72 this verbal sparring will likely increase 
the popularity of both the sla and mutahidun with their 
constituencies, but lead to less cooperation and further 
sectarian tensions on the streets, as political statements and 
posturing have an impact on the Iraqi public. 

For IsIs, the pre-election period allowed it to target the 
elections and elections infrastructure. the organization 
opposes holding the elections, deeming it to be un-Islamic, 
and has violently targeted past elections. on march 20, 2014 
a distribution center of electronic voting cards was targeted 
in western mosul and three soldiers were killed along with 

an IhEc employee.73 attacks have also been directed against 
candidates, as a mutahidun candidate in mosul, Wathiq al-
Ghathanfari, was killed in a drive-by shooting on march 
27.74 these tactics will have an impact on the elections as the 
IsF lose control of territory to IsIs. most of those areas are 
predominantly Iraqi sunnis and voters there may be denied 
the opportunity to vote as a result of IsIs intimidation. this 
dynamic can lead to further disenfranchisement caused 
by IsIs but will have consequences on the future sectarian 
relations in the country. 

Pre-Elections Heated Rhetoric and Iraq’s Intra-Group Challenges 

the pre-elections period has also sharpened ethno-sectarian 
tensions. Part of this dynamic pertains to the relations 
between the Iraqi Kurds and Iraqi arabs. Iraqi Kurdistan, in 
the form of the Kurdistan regional Government (KrG), has 
been seeking to establish an independent economic stream of 
revenue through an oil pipeline to Turkey. The flow in this 
pipeline started in December 2013.75 the federal government 
in Baghdad, which asserts that exporting oil is the sole purview 
of the federal government, has rejected these steps.76 

Baghdad attempted to pressure Iraqi Kurdistan by delaying 
the salaries of KrG employees for the month of February 
2014, which led Iraqi Kurdistan president masoud Barzani 
to describe the delays as “a declaration of war against the 
citizens of the Kurdistan Region.”77 maliki denied the delay, 
countering that spending its portion of the funds it receives 
from the federal government is the KrG’s responsibility.78 
the dispute was seemingly resolved after possible U.s. 
government mediation on march 21, 2014 with an agreement 
that permits the export of 100,000 barrels of oil per day with 
the revenue to be deposited with the federal government.79 
this temporary agreement may have resolved the issue, but 
will prime the political parties involved to posture as extra-
nationalist before the elections. 

Intra-Iraqi shi‘a and intra-Iraqi sunni tensions have risen 
as well. Prime minister maliki has targeted the sadrist trend 
as his main Iraqi shi‘a competitor, criticizing the political 
leadership capabilities of the trend’s leader moqtada al-
sadr. these statements led to anti-maliki sadrist protests 
and violence against maliki’s political infrastructure.80 It is in 
the interest of both maliki and the sadrists to raise tensions 
– Maliki wants to project an image of an anti-militia figure, 
while the sadrists want to show their popular support and 
“street power.” 

Fragmentation among Iraqi sunni groups is also apparent 
before the elections. Prominent leaders in anbar, such as 
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on the provincial level. this anti-maliki strategy required 
outreach to non-Iraqi shi‘a groups in order to gain power 
and sideline maliki’s sla. 

IscI and sadrist provincial government coalitions emerged 
in three provinces, namely Basra, Baghdad, and Wasit. In 
Basra, the sadrists and IscI together were able to form 
an alliance named “Basra First” that garnered 19 seats out 
of province’s 35 and thus was positioned to form the local 
government.83 Basra’s governorship was given to IscI’s 
majed al-Nasrawi, a physician who is also a long-time IscI 
member and the head of the group in Basra.84 the sadrists, 
on the other hand, secured the position of first deputy 
governor. The character of “Basra First” was decidedly anti-
Maliki. Despite their electoral success, “Basra First” failed 
to secure an overwhelming majority in the council or the 
overwhelming popular mandate. consequently, IscI and 
the sadrists had to include the sla’s incumbent governor, 
Khalaf abed al-samad, as head of the provincial council, 
likely because of his high popularity (he garnered 130,000 
votes).85 the exclusion of samad by IscI and the sadrists 
would have been a risky political move, and thus his inclusion 
shows the parties’ willingness to compromise in order to have 
tenable success.

the success of IscI and the sadrists in outmaneuvering 
the SLA in Basra is notable given Basra’s significance for 
maliki since 2009. maliki’s fortunes began to rise after he 
launched the “Charge of the Knights Operation” in Basra in 
2008, targeting moqtada al-sadr’s mahdi army. charge of 
the Knights rewarded maliki as voters in Basra voted for the 
sla, allowing it to garner 21 seats in the 2009 elections.86 
maliki’s reversal of fortunes in Basra in the 2013 provincial 
elections indicates that the appeal of charge of the Knights is 
not dominant any longer for Basra voter choice. 

In Baghdad, the effort to sideline Maliki and the SLA was even 
clearer. the sla had enjoyed an overwhelming majority in 
the council after the 2009 elections, winning 31 seats out of 
57. In 2013, this share dropped to only 20 seats, placing it 
at a significant disadvantage. The SLA’s main competitors, 
IscI and the sadrists, were in a better position; both groups 
secured 17 seats and put together a coalition named “The 
Coalition for Baghdad.”87 In order to undercut the sla, 
the coalition was broadened to include the Iraqi sunni 
group Mutahidun and Ayad Allawi’s Unified National Iraqi 
alliance (UNIa). this coalition was eventually able to form 
a government that sidelined the sla; it appointed sadrist 
member of the council of representatives ali al-tamimi 
as governor and mutahidun member riyadh al-adhadh as 
chairman of the provincial council.88 meanwhile, IscI was 

tribal leader ahmed abu risha and anbar’s governor ahmed 
al-Dulaimi, sided with Prime minister maliki in the aftermath 
of the Anbar crisis, creating a fissures within the Iraqi Sunni 
political leadership as Speaker of the CoR Nujaifi continues 
to cement his position as the most prominent political leader 
of the Iraqi sunni community.81 

the iMPlications of the 2013 Provincial elections 
on the 2014 elections

Iraq’s 2013 provincial elections served as a barometer for the 
2014 national elections. the results revealed four trends that 
likely influence the 2014 electoral strategies of the various 
stakeholders. First, clear fronts emerged, including an anti-
Maliki front, a pro-Maliki front, and a consolidated Nujaifi-
Iraqi Kurdish alliance. second, political alliances in anbar 
province disbanded. third, Diyala and Baghdad witnessed 
unique cases of cross-sectarian government-formation. 
Fourth, smaller political groups played a significant role in 
government formation. these trends provide a useful starting 
point for a discussion of the political climate in Iraq before 
elections, as political groups prepared for the campaign 
season ahead.

the 2013 provincial elections demonstrated a path to forming 
an anti-maliki front that can be replicated after the 2014 
elections. they also showed that election results play a major 
factor in forming an anti-maliki front, a lesson they did not 
derive in the 2010 national elections in which the winning 
coalition did not get to form a government. the interests of 
maliki’s Iraqi shi‘a opponents, IscI and the sadrists, lie in 
continuing the provincial alliances on the national level and 
challenging maliki for the Prime minister position. their 
ability to succeed will be shaped by the elections results and 
also by their abilities to reach out to the Iraqi sunnis and the 
Iraqi Kurds. 

The Anti-Maliki Front 

Prime minister Nouri al-maliki’s electoral success and 
subsequent consolidation of power resulted from his strong 
showing in the 2009 provincial elections. maliki’s state of 
law alliance (sla) was able to achieve dominance in Baghdad 
and Iraq’s central and southern provinces.82 these results had 
marginalized the sadrist trend and IscI. the scenario was 
reversed in the 2013 provincial elections. these two groups 
took the opportunity after the 2013 elections to secure 
provincial gains and local positions with an eye towards the 
2014 elections. IscI and the sadrists set aside their historical 
rivalries in 2013 in order to challenge maliki and weaken him 
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Maliki figures came after the SLA, along with other groups, 
was able to form the “Karbala Coalition” that retained 17 
seats.92 the Karbala coalition excluded IscI and the sadrists 
from the government, clearly in an effort to retaliate against 
both groups for their efforts in forming the governments in 
Basra and Baghdad. the sla evidently considered success 
in Karbala to be of paramount significance, and the group 
dispatched one of its senior leaders and Deputy Prime 
minister, hussein shahristani, to mediate the formation 
of the government.93 Unlike in Baghdad and Basra, IscI, 
Sadrists, and the previously incumbent Hope of Rafidayn list 
were excluded from the Karbala government. 

In Najaf, maliki’s sla was also able to form the government 
along with the loyalty to Najaf list. Incumbent governor 
Adnan al-Zorfi was reelected and Khudair al-Juburi was 
elected as head of the council. many smaller groups, such as 
the Just state trend, gained ground as a result of the new seat-
allocation system that favored them. some of these smaller 
groups appear independent, but are typically affiliated with 
larger political entities. the Just state trend, for example, 
appears close to the sla.94 

the sla was doubly successful in Dhi qar. It was able to win 
the highest number of seats among the Iraqi shi‘a political 
groups and also form the government. Its alliance with smaller 
local groups produced the “Sons of Dhi Qar Alliance.”95 the 
sla coalesced with the independent but pro-maliki group 
tathamon, allowing tathamon to occupy the governorship 
while the sla’s National reform trend was able to secure the 
chairmanship of the council.96 Dhi qar’s governor is yahiya 
al-Nasri, who is the son of local ayatollah and sla supporter 
mohammed Baqir al-Nasri.97 .

the partnership between the National reform trend and 
tathamon, although still under the auspices of the sla, 
is pragmatic. the coalition could fall apart if both groups 
developed a sense that their partnership with maliki is 
dispensable. this calculation will become particularly 
important after the 2014 national elections, depending on 
the results gained by the sla. 

very importantly, the sla’s Dhi qar success depended on peeling 
off members from ISCI and the Sadrists. Sadrist member of the 
provincial council hassan laweis split from his group, while 
Nasser Turki from ISCI also split. Laweis was subsequently fired 
by the sadrist trend.98 In exchange, both of them were rewarded 
with senior positions in the local government. the independent 
action by these two members is stark demonstration of the 
difference between plans set by national leaders and decisions 
made by local politicians that are often driven by personal 

awarded the positions of deputy governor and Baghdad Amin 
(essentially the Baghdad mayor). 

In Wasit, IscI and the sadrists formed what became known as 
the “Wasit First” coalition against Maliki.89 Wasit First was able 
to form the government by allocating the governorship to IscI 
member mahmoud abed al-ridha talal and the chairmanship 
of the council to sadrist member mazin Kandouh.90 this 
emerging sadrist-IscI alliance will be highly important headed 
into the national elections as the primary challengers among 
the Iraqi shi‘a to maliki’s continued governance. separately, 
neither party has sufficient votes to challenge the SLA. 

While the attempt to minimize Maliki’s influence characterizes 
the power balance in these three provinces, there are differences 
in the leadership of the anti-maliki forces. In Basra, IscI 
drove the anti-maliki movement as it won more seats than 
the sadrists. as a result, IscI gained the governorship. their 
victory did not, however, provide them a sufficient mandate to 
exclude a popular incumbent; samad’s electoral performance 
made it necessary for IscI and the sadrists to include him. 
conversely, in Baghdad, the sadrists gained more seats and 
led the anti-maliki front while forming the government. 
here too, electoral realities forced the sadrist-IscI coalition 
to broaden itself by including mutahidun. this can be seen 
as an indicator that opposition to maliki was strong enough 
to justify a cross-sectarian political alliance.91 also notable in 
the formation of these councils is that figures close to Maliki, 
such as Deputy Prime minister saleh al-mutlaq and his group 
arab Iraqiyya (in 2014, this group is competing as arabiyya), 
decided to join the anti-maliki front. this dynamic is an 
indicator of future political alliances after the 2014 elections, 
which may include IscI, sadrists, and Iraqiyya. 

overall, one remarkable outcome from these provincial 
government formations in 2013 is the success attained by 
IscI. the group was marginalized after a poor showing in the 
2009 provincial elections and 2010 national parliamentary 
elections. Its recent electoral performance and post-elections 
maneuvering, however, now place it in an advantageous 
position. IscI will make a stronger contender as the 2014 
national elections approach.

The Pro-Maliki Front 

The setbacks suffered by Maliki’s SLA in the provinces 
mentioned above were offset by success in other provinces. 
In Karbala, the sla was able in June 2013 to put together a 
government headed by former ministry of interior inspector 
general aqil al-turaihi as governor and Nasyef al-Khitabi 
as chairman of the council. the election of these two pro-
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ambition. It is likely that personal ambition will again play a 
pivotal role in the 2014 elections, as single votes will play an 
important role in deciding senior positions. 

Despite the sla’s success in forming the government in 
Dhi qar, IscI and the sadrists still attempted to form 
a government, bringing together the “Unified Dhi Qar 
Coalition” as a countervailing force to the SLA.99 the 
Unified Dhi Qar Coalition boycotted the council’s sessions 
to protest the sla’s occupation of the senior positions within 
the council and only returned to the council in september of 
2013 to engage in talks about divvying up other positions.100 

the pro-maliki front also appeared in Babil, as the sla 
was able to form the government with the appointment of 
its member, sadiq al-sultani, as governor. sultani is not a 
member of maliki’s Da‘wa party but rather is from a branch of 
Da‘wa called the Da‘wa-Iraq Organization. The significance 
of smaller groups was again on display as raad al-Juburi from 
the Independent competencies Gathering was appointed 
chairman of the provincial council.101 IscI and the sadrists 
were excluded by the sla. Because sultani and Juburi are 
aligned with maliki but not directly members of his party, 
they could reallocate their support after the 2014 elections in 
ways that would weaken maliki. For example, Juburi’s group is 
now competing along with IscI and as a result could shift its 
allegiance after the elections. the results of the 2014 elections 
will determine these very pragmatic calculations. 

The Consolidation of the Nujaifi and Iraqi Kurdish Alliance 

When Osama al-Nujaifi became the Speaker of the Council 
of representatives in 2010, he became a major political 
player. Nujaifi cemented his leadership as he and his brother, 
Atheel al-Nujaifi, the governor of the predominantly Iraqi 
sunni province of Ninewa, reached out to the Iraqi Kurds. 
The Nujaifis ran in the provincial elections under the new 
mutahidun alliance.102 It was clear from the results, however, 
that Nujaifi would need to expand his coalition and rely on the 
Iraqi Kurds for support to retain his position.103 In order to 
avoid the appearance of complete reliance on the Iraqi Kurds 
and thus the appearance of relative weakness, Nujaifi formed 
a coalition with smaller local political groups named al-Nahda 
[the Renaissance].104 al-Nahda had 14 seats and its formation 
allowed Nujaifi to be on an equal footing with the Iraqi 
Kurds in the alliance. Subsequently, Nujaifi was re-elected 
and Bashar hamid from the Iraqi Kurdish Brotherhood and 
coexistence list became the chairman of the council.105

This new power configuration, in which the Nujaifis and 
Kurds cooperate, reversed the situation that had followed 

the 2009 provincial elections, when the Nujaifis came into 
office on a purely anti-Iraqi Kurdish platform. The decision 
in 2009 to form the government then without Iraqi Kurdish 
participation divided Ninewa into two administrative units. 
Iraqi Kurds even forbade governor Nujaifi from visiting 
some districts in the province that they had control over.106 
By 2013, relations between the Nujaifis and the Iraqi Kurds 
have changed, primarily motivated by the desire to limit the 
influence of the federal government in Baghdad. 

Political cooperation between these groups is possible in the 
face of potential federal government attempts to control the 
oil fields in the province, particularly the fields that fall in 
Disputed Internal Boundaries (DIBs). The Nujaifi-Iraqi 
Kurdish alliance will be crucial to watch after the 2014 
elections. separately, each group will seek to maximize its 
gains. If they coordinate positions together, they can function 
as kingmakers. 

Iraqi Shi‘a Political Outreach to Iraqi Sunnis 

In addition to cementing the Nujaifi-Iraqi Kurdish Alliance 
and easing ethnic tensions, the 2013 provincial elections also 
offered the possibility of cross-sectarian cooperation. For 
example, ISCI lent its one seat in Ninewa to help Nujaifi’s 
bid to be re-elected.107 however, government-formation in 
Baghdad and Diyala is more relevant for discerning possibilities 
of cross-sectarian alliances after national elections.108 

In both Baghdad and Diyala, the sadrists decided to test the 
possibility of an alliance with the Iraqi sunnis and endure 
the ramifications. The Sadrist outreach in Baghdad was less 
controversial for their base since it was part of an anti-maliki 
effort that included other Iraqi Shi‘a groups, including ISCI. 
although gaining power in Baghdad’s local government is 
significant and can provide position-holders with a patronage 
network to dispense and win support, Baghdad remains the 
seat of the federal government and this fact allows maliki more 
control over the security and services affairs of the province no 
matter who controls the local government. Maliki’s influence 
in the capital mitigated the real impact of the sadrists within 
the Baghdad government.

Diyala, on the other hand, is more significant given its mixed 
ethno-sectarian composition and its importance for both 
Iraqi shi‘a militias and the Islamic state of Iraq and al-sham 
(IsIs), formerly known as al-qaeda in Iraq (aqI).109 a sadrist 
received the chairmanship of the Diyala provincial council 
while mutahidun kept the governorship. the sadrist trend 
generated political backlash against itself, including street 
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protests, when it alone among Iraqi shi‘a groups formed the 
government with mutahidun and other Iraqi sunni groups. 
Even IscI criticized its behavior.110 

the sadrist alliance with mutahidun in Diyala must be viewed 
within the framework of early courting of Iraqi sunnis for 
the 2014 elections. sadrist trend leader, moqtada al-sadr, 
has been conciliatory towards the Iraqi sunnis because their 
support is an essential pillar for his bid to secure the Prime 
minister position for his group after the elections. the 
sadrist decision to align with mutahidun in Diyala is also a 
savvy political tactic that allows the party to secure provincial 
gains at the expense of other Iraqi shi’s groups. cross-
sectarian political outreach offers another advantage to Sadr: 
sadr’s posture makes him appear to be a better alternative to 
sadrists’ militia rival, asai’b ahl al-haq, which has taken a 
more divisive sectarian approach with the Iraqi sunnis. 

sadr’s vigorous and unique outreach will not go unchallenged 
by sunni or shi‘a rivals. the sadrist mahdi army, rebranded 
into the Promised Day Brigade in 2008, was a major player 
in the sectarian cleansing in Baghdad and Diyala during Iraq’s 
civil war of 2006-2007. Iraqi Sunni political leaders are likely 
to calculate that their constituents have not forgiven sadrists 
for their complicity. maliki is capitalizing on those memories 
in 2014 by reminding the population of the mahdi army’s 
role in 2006. Furthermore, the mahdi army has been active 
in both Baghdad and Diyala, including organizing a parade 
in Diyala’s epicenter of sectarian conflict, Muqdadiyah, in 
November 2013.111 

there are also further reports that the mahdi army is targeting 
Iraqi sunnis in Baghdad. sadr has attempted to contain the 
situation by announcing that he has disbanded the mahdi 
army in Diyala.112 these developments will complicate sadr’s 
effort to establish a cross-sectarian coalition. For Sadr to 
succeed, he will have to ensure absolute discipline of the 
mahdi army, a degree of control that he has rarely exercised. 
this task will become more complicated as IsIs continues 
to target Iraqi shi‘a civilians in order to elicit an Iraqi shi‘a 
military response. 

the sadrist-mutahidun alliance in Diyala was, however, short-
lived. In January 2014, the Diyala council voted to reseat the 
government after 3 Iraqi sunni members of Iraqiyyat Diyala split 
from their group and joined the Badr organization in forming 
the local government. as a result, former Iraqiyyat Diyala 
member, amer al-majmai, became governor and muthana 
al-tamimi of Badr became chairman of the council. the 
three members were officially expelled after continuous legal 
challenges from Iraqi shi‘a groups. the new arrangement still 

represents a continuous cooperation between the Iraqi sunnis 
and the Iraqi shi‘a. however, it was meant to target the sadrists 
and mutahidun by maliki’s ally, the Badr organization.113 

Empowered Provincial Councils and Maliki’s Response 

the provincial councils received a considerable boost after the 
conclusion of the 2013 elections. In June 2013, the council 
of representatives (cor) amended the Provincial Powers 
law, granting more power to the provinces.114 the law gives 
provincial authorities expanded powers vis-à-vis the federal 
government in issues related to security, administrative 
affairs, finances, and, importantly, the energy sector. 

Ninewa’s provincial council was the first to utilize the law in 
the energy sector. In september 2013, the council authorized 
Governor Nujaifi to negotiate and sign contracts with oil 
companies for oil fields in the province.115 this step is 
consistent with the ambitions of Nujaifi and the Iraqi Kurds 
to chart independent policies for the oil-producing provinces. 
It is a clear challenge to maliki’s power and consistent plan to 
be in control of the oil industry. No contract had been signed 
by mid-april 2014, and no other province has followed suit 
and similarly authorized its governor. It will be extremely 
challenging for the federal government if Basra – Iraq’s largest 
oil producing province – decided to pursue an independent 
energy policy. the federal government announced shortly 
after the authorization of Nujaifi that Baghdad is the only party 
responsible for oil policy and production. It further described 
the authorization as “unconstitutional.”116 this description of 
the law is more rhetorical since the newly-amended provincial 
law does allow provinces to sign these deals. 

the newly-inaugurated councils have also used the provincial 
powers law to challenge maliki’s authority to select police chiefs 
in the provinces. traditionally, police chiefs have been hand-
picked by maliki based on their loyalty. Provincial councils 
sought to upset that status quo by attempting to replace those 
figures. In Basra, the council voted to dismiss General Faisal 
al-abadi in september 2013.117 there have been similar 
attempts to remove Baghdad’s police chief and close maliki 
ally General ali Daham, and Wasit’s provincial police chief. 
sadrists in maysan have also called for the removal of the police 
chief there.118 all of these provincial councils are dominated 
by groups aligned against maliki and their actions are part of 
an effort to curtail Maliki’s provincial influence. Importantly, 
none of these attempts has yet succeeded because the federal 
government has intervened. 

maliki and his allies have contested the legality of the councils 
and the newly-amended law by leveraging his influence on 
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the judiciary to overturn the law and to re-compose the 
councils. the amended Provincial Powers law is currently 
being reviewed by the Federal Supreme Court, and figures 
from the SLA express confidence that it will be overturned.119 
moreover, the supreme court decided that some members 
of the councils must be replaced for failing to meet the quota 
of female representation. there have been reports that the 
Baghdad Provincial council would require a revote due 
to a flaw in the mechanism of electing officials in the first 
session.120 the change in Baghdad did not take place, but as 
illustrated earlier, the Diyala government was finally dissolved 
by a court’s order for the apparent lack of quorum in the 
session that resulted in the appointment of the government.121 
the mitigation of 2013 provincial election results has likely 
exacerbated frustration with maliki among many Iraqi 
constituents, set against the backdrop of worsening security.

The Anti-government Protest Movement after the Provincial Elections 

Another significant element of Sunni provincial politics 
involves the anti-government protest movement that began 
in December 2012. the anti-government protests acted as a 
vehicle for Iraqi sunni political leaders to rally their base and 
shape their messages for the provincial elections campaign. 
this was particularly the case in Ninewa and anbar province, 
where the Nujaifi brothers have the strongest base of support. 
The Nujaifis’ growing electoral momentum in these two 
provinces likely drove at least in part the postponement of 
provincial elections in these provinces from april 20 to June 
20, 2013.122 

the delay interrupted the momentum of the protest leaders, 
and Iraqi sunni political groups fractured during the 
elections. In Ninewa, the Nujaifis could not repeat their 
performance from the 2009 elections. their chances were 
likely hurt due to their improved ties with the Iraqi Kurds as 
well as the loss of key allies such as prominent tribal leader 
abdullah al-yawer. meanwhile, allies of maliki performed 
well in both anbar and Ninewa. however, supporters of the 
protest movement were able to form the governments in both 
Ninewa and anbar.123 Political deal-making, as well as the 
significant popularity of the protest movement, helped these 
protest-supporters outmaneuver their rivals. 

The Participation of the Iraqi Sunnis in the 2013 Provincial Elections 

the 2013 provincial elections were an important barometer 
for the political direction of the Iraqi sunni electorate. In 
Iraq’s first provincial elections in 2005, the Iraqi Sunnis 
boycotted the process, believing that the system was stacked 
against them. subsequent years witnessed a rise in insurgent 

activities in majority-Iraqi sunni provinces including Ninewa 
and anbar. sunnis voted in large numbers in the 2009 
provincial elections.

In Ninewa, the political center of the Iraqi sunnis since 
2009, voter turnout in 2013 was 38% – considerably lower 
than the 60% achieved in 2009. Meanwhile, the 50% turnout 
in anbar was an improvement over the 2009 elections 
turnout of 40%.124 this decline may have been a function 
of local disenchantment with politicians and the chronic 
underperformance of local officials. Nonetheless, the lowered 
turnout took place as the province started to experience 
increased level of armed activities by both the Islamic state of 
Iraq and al-sham (IsIs) and the Ba‘athist organization Jaysh 
rijal al-tariqah al-Naqshabandia (JrtN). 

the increase in violence culminated with the resurgence of 
IsIs in areas south of Ninewa and armed group’s capabilities 
to control areas in Ninewa’s most populous city, mosul.125 
Both groups have expressed opposition to elections in the 
past. IsIs issued a statement three days before the 2013 
elections urging Iraqi sunnis to boycott the elections. 
the statement discounted the elections as a mechanism to 
achieve goals and dismissed them as anti-religious. It further 
addressed the Iraqi sunnis by telling them, “you have tried 
the electoral process before and got to know the politicians 
who sold you for a cheap price.”126 Finally, IsIs’ statement 
included a threat to anyone working with the Independent 
high Electoral commission (IhEc), the body which 
manages Iraq’s elections. Given IhEc’s critical role, IsIs’s 
message was intended as a threat to the structural foundation 
of elections in Iraq.

Iraqi Sunni political figures, in turn, encouraged 
participation in the elections and the protest movement. In 
anbar, Fallujah preacher ahmed al-alwani stated on June 
14, 2013 that boycotting the elections would result in the 
“ascendance of personalities that do not deserve a position 
in the province’s council.” Samarra Friday preacher and 
influential figure Mohammed Taha al-Hamdoun also urged 
residents of Ninewa and anbar to elect candidates who can 
serve the people.127

These conflicting statements by ISIS and Iraqi Sunni 
figures are emblematic of the choice facing the Iraqi Sunni 
community as it heads towards the 2014 elections. Political 
leaders have clearly learned the lessons from the 2005 
boycott that denied the Iraqi sunni community the chance 
to have any power. their support of electoral participation 
is representative of their view that politics is still a viable 
option. on the other hand, IsIs seeks to convince Iraqi 
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sunnis that elections will be fruitless and prefers to push 
them towards carrying arms and targeting the state. 

In the lead-up to the 2014 elections there are early indications 
that a higher turnout in Ninewa may again be difficult to 
achieve. on November 24, 2013, Ninewa governor atheel al-
Nujaifi voiced concern that not many Iraqi Sunnis in Ninewa 
have updated their voter registry for the 2014 elections 
as required by law. Nujaifi added that only about 3-4 % of 
eligible voters have updated their records compared to 20% 
among the Iraqi Kurds and other non-arab groups in the 
province. In Anbar, IHEC’s office also expressed concern on 
December 4, 2013 by stating that out of 900,000 eligible 
voters only 30,000 had updated their records.128 

to be sure, voter record updates are generally depressed in 
other parts of the country as well. according to electoral 
monitoring organization shamas, only 4 million voters out 
of 21 million eligible voters updated their records. shamas’ 
December report linked this to voter dissatisfaction with 
the electoral process and government performance.129 this 
discontent is present across the spectrum of Iraqis, although 
with different focuses. For the Iraqi Shi‘a, the discontent 
is with the government’s performance and the prevalent 
corruption. meanwhile Iraqi sunnis have more existential 
concerns about their viability as a process to pursue demands 
and grievances through political means. 

the role of ihec in 2014 and the sMart voting card 

IhEc will have to contend with the new challenge of using 
the electronic voting card in 2014. the cards are being 
introduced for the first time in elections, and the process 
of distributing has been marred with disorganization and 
logistical challenges. the introduction of the card has also 
raised questions about the electoral process and possible fraud 
in elections. the distribution process has been slow, and as 
a result IhEc has decided to extend the distribution process 
until April 27, 2014, only ten days before the elections.130 

The “smart cards” have also faced allegations of fraud, including 
reports that political parties have been buying the cards in 
order to gain fraudulent votes. card-buying is familiar in 
other countries that use this system, such as Jordan. however, 
it is unlikely that wide fraud can happen due to the abuse of 
cards. the presence of political party representatives and use 
of indelible ink by voters after voting will make it difficult to 
manipulate the cards. IhEc still has a ways to go in educating 
the public and raising awareness about the usage of the cards 
given voter unfamiliarity with the role they now play.

the vUlnerability of the elections law 

the elections law for the 2014 elections discussed above 
represents a vulnerability to the electoral process. the law was 
passed in November 2013 after a long process, although it was 
less tense than prior elections law discussions. the relative 
ease of passing the law was the result of the major groups largely 
getting what they wanted. moreover, the contentious issue of 
Kirkuk was not as hotly debated as it had been in previous 
elections. all in all, passage of the elections law presented a 
new and more conciliatory dynamic to the political process. 

Nevertheless, the law is vulnerable due to the mechanism by 
which the law was introduced. the law was proposed by the cor 
without going through the council of ministers as required 
of new laws. As part of his efforts to consolidate power, Prime 
minister maliki was able to get a supreme court ruling that 
deprived the CoR of its legislative power in 2011 – all new 
laws must be proposed by the Council of Ministers first. This 
quirk makes it possible that a likely successful appeal of the 
law could be used to nullify the results after the fact.131

to avoid an appeal scenario, vice President and maliki ally, 
Khudhair al-Khuzaie, issued a statement after the law was 
passed stating that the law cannot be appealed, basing that 
statement on a 1951 law that allows the presidency flexibility 
in granting laws.132 Given that Khuzaie is a maliki ally, it is 
likely that maliki would not like to challenge the elections 
law prior to the elections. however, Khuzaie’s statement is 
not legally air tight. maliki or other parties may choose to 
appeal the law after the elections, particularly if the results 
are not in their favor. In a post-elections appeal scenario, 
Maliki stands to gain an advantage given his influence over 
the Federal supreme court, which will arbitrate the issue. 
the prospect of nullifying the results of elections would be 
highly disruptive, especially given the current violence. 

the Post - elections environMent and 
destabilization 

Pre-election tensions are not a novelty in Iraqi politics. 
Nonetheless, in the 2014 elections the tensions and 
destabilization are accompanied by a resurgent IsIs, mobilized 
militias, and a tense regional atmosphere that is directly 
affecting Iraq. Although these tensions are to a certain extent 
inevitable, and post-elections tensions are also likely, they 
must be minimized in order to avoid destabilizing effects. 

The first possible destabilizing factor is the conduct of voting 
on elections day. Previous elections days have been largely 
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free and fair, and major fraud did not affect the direction of 
the voting or the results. Free and fair voting on elections day 
will be important to deny impetus for violence and tensions 
based on procedural issues. the Iraqi government, along 
with independent elections monitors, will play a major role 
in preventing irregularities on election day that would render 
the results unacceptable to major parties.

the second destabilizing factor will be the potential rejection 
of results by competing parties. the acceptance of the results 
will be a necessary step for incumbents and challengers. In 
the 2010 elections, maliki and the sla initially rejected 
the results and demanded a nationwide vote recount – this 
request was denied and ultimately limited to include only 
Baghdad. other political groups also called for a recount but 
maliki and the sla’s demand was unusual for their status as 
incumbents.133 the Baghdad recount was further disputed by 
the sla and, although it did not dramatically change the seat 
count, it was a signal from maliki and the sla that they intend 
to use all available means to challenge unfavorable results.134 
During the recount, U.s. forces had to secure the IhEc 
headquarter in order to prevent any possible manipulation of 
the vote by the Iraqi security Forces.135 

U.s. forces acted as honest brokers then, but there are no 
similar actors during these elections. If such a scenario should 
repeat itself, the likelihood of destabilization would be higher. 
the acceptance of the results will be particularly important 
for the Iraqi sunnis in the aftermath of the elections. the 
rejection of the results and any narrative of marginalization 
by the Iraqi sunnis will fuel the violence and validate IsIs’s 
message that politics are not a viable method for the Iraqi 
sunnis to politically co-exist with the Iraqi shi‘a. 

the third possible destabilizing factor is a boycott by the 
population or lower turnout rates in the elections. It is very 
likely that the Iraqi Kurds will turn out in large number in the 
elections and so will the Iraqi shi‘a. the boycott and lower 
turnout challenge will concern the Iraqi sunni community that 
is contending with rising security threats from IsIs. according 
to a pre-elections poll conducted by the National Democratic 
Institute (NDI) released in April 2014, 56% of Iraqis in Western 
Iraq – which is predominantly Iraqi Sunni – indicated that they 
are unlikely to vote in the elections. In the same poll, 58% 
in the west indicated that they “question elections’ fairness.” 
Another worrisome result from the NDI poll is that 34% of 
Iraqi sunni indicated that they will only support the elections 
results if the groups they backed “win.”136

These figures confirm the voting trends from the 2013 
provincial elections during which Iraq’s sunnis participated 

in the elections at lower numbers compared to the 2009 
provincial elections. In Ninewa, the turnout percentage in 
2009 was 38%, 22 points less than the 60% that registered 
for the 2009 elections.137 this percentage was achieved even 
in a more stable security environment compared to spring 
2014. It was, therefore, largely due to voter disaffection with 
the political process. With the 2014 elections, armed groups 
including IsIs and JrtN are active in Ninewa and are able 
to spread influence and control terrain.138 therefore, they 
will be able to more effectively disrupt the electoral process 
and intimidate voters. In anbar, deputy provincial council 
chairman Faleh al-Issawi stated on march 24 that he informed 
IHEC that elections cannot be held in 40% of the province 
due to the fact that “gunmen control” those parts.139 these 
conditions will create an automatic boycott of the elections 
and can damage the legitimacy of the electoral process in the 
eyes of the Iraqi sunnis. 

conclUsion 

Iraq’s 2014 national elections will face challenges in 
producing an inclusive and representative government in 
Iraq. Iraqi shi‘a militia groups are active south of Baghdad 
and in Diyala, and are likely to use voter intimidation to 
favor the political parties these militias represent. Fallujah 
is largely emptied of its population and some polling 
stations in anbar will not open. Internally displaced 
persons from anbar have generally not received voter cards 
to participate from their remote locations. Iraqi sunni and 
Shi‘a rivals to Maliki have been disqualified from running 
for election, and Iraq’s supreme court continues to pursue 
judgments that favor maliki. IsIs is actively intimidating 
voters throughout northern and central Iraq, seeking to 
have them boycott the elections through fear. these poor 
security conditions and strong-handed policies of maliki 
have the potential to delegitimize the elections and create 
further disenfranchisement especially among the sunni 
population. Furthermore, these conditions could cause the 
public to lose faith in the political process, which, despite 
its flaws, has been providing an avenue for Iraqis to seek 
change and express their opinions. 

holding the elections despite the threats is important 
because security is not likely to improve. the IsF is not able 
to contain the increasing violence. Baghdad, the capital, is 
under a growing threat of IsIs and Iraqi insurgent groups 
that are seeking to undermine the political process. Delaying 
the elections would also exacerbate communal tensions and 
undermine the political process further. But Washington 
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must not allow the simple fact that elections have been held 
to obscure the real challenges to a democratic, representative 
government in Iraq. 

the conduct of elections on april 30, 2014 will have to be 
free and fair in order to re-inject legitimacy into the political 
process and allow wider participation. maliki should refrain 
from pressuring the members of the Iraqi security Forces to 
vote for the sla. additionally, conditions have to be set to 
remedy any malfunctions associated with the usage of electronic 
voting cards. But a good election day will not make up for 
some of the conditions that have been set before election day 
to skew the outcome. maliki’s role after the elections will be 
crucial in determining Iraq’s future. his governance style over 
the last eight years has achieved mixed results. Economically, 
there has been positive development as the country’s oil 
revenue increased. however, maliki’s policies currently leave 
Iraq facing a monumental crisis. he has rendered the cor 
powerless, influenced the judiciary, and his control of the 
IsF and security apparatus has led to destabilization. he has 
targeted opponents beyond Iraqi Sunni political figures. His 
desire to ensure political survival has led him to consistently 
weaken his Iraqi shi‘a opponents and any other critics as well. 
the judiciary has overturned attempts to impose term limits 
on him. overall, maliki’s centralizing power-consolidation 
tendencies have stunted the development of Iraq’s political 
institutions. he and his relatives are running in the elections 
to secure their interests. this desire stems from political 
ambition, but Maliki’s continuation in office will cause further 
deterioration of the political system and damage prospects of 
national reconciliation. 

When the results are announced, maliki’s opponents will be 
in the position to challenge him. maliki, in response, will seek 
to divide, pressure, and coerce them into political outcomes 
favorable to him. this strategy may include deploying the 
Iranian-backed militias of aah and Badr to intimidate Iraqi 
shi‘a opponents. If this happens, possibilities of violence will 
be high and voter marginalization and disenfranchisement 
will include the Iraqi shi‘a. 

Government formation will likely take a long time. It took ten 
months to form the government in 2010 and this scenario 
will likely be repeated. the results will determine who carries 
the momentum headed into government formation. maliki 
will utilize all tools available to him to prolong the period 
of government formation. maliki’s opponents are likely 
to make pragmatic deals that favor them, even if it means a 
continuation of the Prime Minister’s term in office. They may 
seek, however, to restrict his powers and ensure he fulfills his 
promises.

the Iraqi sunni have the most to lose in this election. 
Disqualified candidates who were targeted politically, like 
Rafia al-Issawi, will have to be reintegrated into the political 
system. otherwise, their exclusion will be a recipe for 
continued security and political deterioration. 

the United states government can be an important actor in 
these elections. Washington should be prepared to condemn 
any electoral fraud on elections day. the U.s. Embassy in 
Baghdad should participate in monitoring the voting, take 
claims of fraud seriously, and urge the Iraqi government to 
investigate such claims. Washington should urge the Iraqi 
government to ensure a fair tallying process and emphasize 
the independence of the judiciary, which is likely going to play 
a role in adjudicating electoral claims. During government 
formation negotiations, Washington should play the role of 
the honest broker by urging maliki not to employ extrajudicial 
means, or even judicial means, to change the outcome to his 
own benefit. Very importantly, Washington should exhibit 
neutrality. Backing any candidate will prevent the United 
States from being an effective actor. The U.S. Government is 
in a position to achieve these objectives if it chooses to do so. 
It can use the provision of arms to the Iraqi government as 
tangible leverage. Iraqis will look to the United states to play 
a proactive diplomatic role as well.

But Washington must also recognize the very real risk that the 
Iraqi sunni political opposition to maliki may be destroyed 
by these elections, increasing the risk that the sunni violent 
insurgency will accelerate. Working with Iraqi sunni tribal 
and political leaders who do not support maliki to ensure that 
they have a voice in parliament and in government is essential 
for Iraq’s long term security. an inclusive and representative 
government after the elections will be important not only for 
Iraq, but also for regional security and U.s. national security 
interests.

mIDDlE East sEcUrIty rEPort 20 | Iraq’s 2014 NatIoNal ElEctIoNs | ahmED alI | aPrIl 2014
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IsIs has issued statements criticizing the elections and threatening against participation. one such statement was issued on 
March, 3, 2014 by the ISIS Sharia Commission in the “State of Kirkuk” (referring to a sub-division of the Islamic state the 
group has declared spanning parts of Iraq and syria).1 This statement, along with similar leaflets, were distributed to young 
students and citizens in Kirkuk. 

the statement regarded the participating in or facilitating the elections and legislative councils as kufr [infidelity] for replacing 
“God laws” with the laws of “infidels.” It warned that ISIS will target voting card distribution centers, personnel in charge of 
distributing the cards, and “anybody” who supports the efforts of the “government of Rafidha” [a derogatory term for Shi’a] 
to accomplish “its Safavid project” [referring to an early Persian empire] in the area. The statement also declared polling sites 
as targets. 

the IsIs sharia commission in Diyala released a similar statement about the elections, dated march 2014. the message stated 
that voting for a candidate from any background is kufr, and that both the candidates and the voters are equally kafirs [infidels]. 
the statement warned Iraqi sunnis against participating in the elections, declaring that they would be targeted if they did. the 
statement also threatened to attack mosques that called for participation in the elections.2 

Below is translation of the statements: 

Statement from the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham - Diyala State
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In the name of god most merciful 

 “Islamic State in Iraq and Sham”     March 3rd 2014

The Shari’a law committee 

In Diyala State

Warning to Muslims from the plans of infidels 

all the glory and thanks to allah who sat the rules for his followers. may God also bless the spirit of his glory messenger to us, 
Mohammed (PBUH). [Here the letter quotes a verse from Quran (Hud 113) which implies that Muslims should not listen to 
those who lost the path of the goodness].

after a long sequence of fails made by those who adopt the electoral process in Iraq, and after mujahdeen have stroked those 
who came with the deceiving “democracy”, the traitors and the small slaves of those in power within this government came up, 
inspired by the satan himself, a well thought plan to force muslims to participate in the upcoming elections. 

oh muslims, we want to steer your attention to the following; do you really think that it will be right to elect a non-cleric 
person with a suit and tie and give him the power to sit in the so called parliament to tell us all what is right and what is wrong 
without going back to Quran or Sharia law?, all in the name of “constitution” and “political process”. 

the voter and the candidate are both equally against the sharia of allah and therefore both the voter and the candidate will 
be equally targeted and punished. 

What brought people to this mess is their lack of education & information when it comes to shari’a laws, and not following 
the clerics who are merit to be followed and have devoted their lives for this purpose, to be well informed so they can inform 
those who ask and seek knowledge. Muslims should not seek benefits of this live; they should seek the rewards and benefits of 
the eternal life after death. 

maliki’s smart card is no doubt a smart one; it is designed to intimidate you! and you all have gained nothing from maliki before 
but mass killing campaigns carried out against you by the dirty hands of his militias. We ask all of the teachers, mosque Imams 
and everyone who have audience to warn his audience from participating in elections. those who participate in elections are 
infidels, there will be no excuses, in case you did NOT know, you DO know after this warning! 

Warning to the public\ Electoral centers are high-likely targets for our men. stay as far as possible. - 

Warning to food rations’ centers’ owners and operators in addition to teachers\ promoting the “voter’s card” or - 
encouraging the public to obtain it is an act that is severely punishable by us. 

 God will always win, and his word should always be the truth

In the name of god most merciful 

“Islamic State in Iraq and Sham”     March 3rd 2014

The Shari’a law committee 

In Kirkuk State

all the glory and thanks to allah who sat the rules for his followers, the rules that should keep them living happily and peacefully 
in this life under the justice of just and fair rulers, in a perfect world where there should be no powerful-unjust men nor there 
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are victims. May God also bless the spirit of his glory messenger to us, Mohammed (PBUH). [In this part the letter quotes a verse 
from Quran (Shura21) which implies that Muslims should not set laws that have no roots in Sharia law]. 

all muslims know the following fact; participating in elections is severely prohibited in Islam, because this process replaces the 
laws of Shari’a, which are the laws of Allah, with laws that are manmade, furthermore, those laws are created by the infidels 
themselves. The Rafidhi government in Baghdad has forced our Muslim people to obtain the electoral-smart card by linking 
those smart cards to the food rations’ supplies for each family, which is a coward way that aims to swerve our people from the 
path of God. 

Because of the above; we warn the owners of the food rations’ centers in this state [Kirkuk] from processing any of those so 
called “the voter’s card” [same as the smart-card mentioned above] or else!

We also ask our Sunni people in this glorious state [Kirkuk] to not fall victims to the plans of this Safawite and rafhidhi 
government. and as a friendly reminder; we have previously warned everyone that electoral-centers will be targeted during 
elections’ days. thus, we again remind you to stay far as possible from those centers. 

God will always win, and his word should always be the truth

Statement from the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham - Kirkuk State
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